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In adults with HIV on ART who have diarrhea not caused by an infection
IMPORTANT PATIENT INFORMATION
This is only a summary. See complete Prescribing Information at
Mytesi.com or by calling 1-844-722-8256. This does not take the place
of talking with your doctor about your medical condition or treatment.

What Is Mytesi?
Mytesi is a prescription medicine used to improve symptoms of
noninfectious diarrhea (diarrhea not caused by a bacterial, viral, or
parasitic infection) in adults living with HIV/AIDS on ART.
Do Not Take Mytesi if you have diarrhea caused by an infection. Before
you start Mytesi, your doctor and you should make sure your diarrhea is
not caused by an infection (such as bacteria, virus, or parasite).

Possible Side Effects of Mytesi Include:

Tired of planning your life around diarrhea?

Enough is Enough
Get relief. Pure and simple. Ask your doctor about Mytesi.

Mytesi (crofelemer):
• Is the only medicine FDA-approved to relieve diarrhea in people with HIV
• Treats diarrhea differently by normalizing the flow of water in the GI tract
• Has the same or fewer side effects as placebo in clinical studies
• Comes from a tree sustainably harvested in the Amazon Rainforest
What is Mytesi?
Mytesi is a prescription medicine that helps relieve symptoms of diarrhea not caused by
an infection (noninfectious) in adults living with HIV/AIDS on antiretroviral therapy (ART).
Important Safety Information
Mytesi is not approved to treat infectious diarrhea (diarrhea caused by bacteria, a virus, or a
parasite). Before starting you on Mytesi, your healthcare provider will first be sure that you do not
have infectious diarrhea. Otherwise, there is a risk you would not receive the right medicine and
your infection could get worse. In clinical studies, the most common side effects that occurred
more often than with placebo were upper respiratory tract (sinus, nose, and throat) infection
(5.7%), bronchitis (3.9%), cough (3.5%), flatulence (3.1%), and increased bilirubin (3.1%).

Should I Take Mytesi If I Am:
Pregnant or Planning to Become Pregnant?
• Studies in animals show that Mytesi could harm an unborn baby or
affect the ability to become pregnant
• There are no studies in pregnant women taking Mytesi
• This drug should only be used during pregnancy if clearly needed
A Nursing Mother?
• It is not known whether Mytesi is passed through human breast milk
• If you are nursing, you should tell your doctor before starting Mytesi
• Your doctor will help you to decide whether to stop nursing or to stop
taking Mytesi
Under 18 or Over 65 Years of Age?
• Mytesi has not been studied in children under 18 years of age
• Mytesi studies did not include many people over the age of 65. So it is
not clear if this age group will respond differently. Talk to your doctor to
find out if Mytesi is right for you

What Should I Know About Taking Mytesi
With Other Medicines?
If you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medicine, herbal
supplements, or vitamins, tell your doctor before starting Mytesi.

What If I Have More Questions About Mytesi?
For more information, please see the full Prescribing Information at
Mytesi.com or speak to your doctor or pharmacist.
To report side effects or make a product complaint or for additional
information, call 1-844-722-8256.

Rx Only
Manufactured by Patheon, Inc.
for Napo Pharmaceuticals, Inc. San Francisco, CA 94105
Copyright © Napo Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

For Copay Savings Card and
Patient Assistance, see Mytesi.com

Mytesi comes from the Croton lechleri tree harvested
in South America.

Please see complete Prescribing Information at Mytesi.com.
NP-390-23

• Upper respiratory tract infection (sinus, nose, and throat infection)
• Bronchitis (swelling in the tubes that carry air to and from your lungs)
• Cough
• Flatulence (gas)
• Increased bilirubin (a waste product when red blood cells break down)
For a full list of side effects, please talk to your doctor. Tell your doctor if
you have any side effect that bothers you or does not go away.
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of
prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch or
call 1-800-FDA-1088.
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2018 Subaru Legacy

2018 Subaru Outback

•OUTBACK •FORESTER •WRX
•CROSSTREK •IMPREZA •LEGACY

TOP-QUALITY INSPECTED USED CARS & SUV’ S
IMPORTS & DOMESTICS

‘17 Nissan Rogue SV AWD .... Automatic, Full Power, Silver, P5714 ........$19,995
‘15 Honda Accord EX L........ Automatic, Leather, Hematite, P5639A ........$18,995
‘17 Mitsubishi Outlander ES AWD Auto., 7 Passenger, Silver, P5709 ......$17,995
‘13 Kia Optima SX/Navi. Auto., Sunroof, Leather, 29K, White, 19024A ......$15,995
‘09 Honda CR-V EX AWD.......... Automatic, Sunroof, White, 18932A............$9,995
‘12 Toyota Camry LE.................. Automatic, Full Power, Silver, P5595 ..........$9,995
‘07 Honda Accord SE............ Automatic, Full Power, Black, 18743B ..........$7,995
‘13 VW Jetta SE ........................ Automatic, Full Power, Brown, P5597............$7,995
‘12 Hyundai Sonota GLS ........ Automatic, Full Power, Silver, 18857A ..........$7,995
‘09 Toyota Corolla LE .............. Automatic, Full Power, White, 19084A ..........$6,995
‘05 Nissan Altima 2.5S.............. Automatic, Only 76K, Silver, 19119A ..........$6,995
‘12 Hyundai Sante Fe GLS AWD Automatic, Leather, White, 17949A ..........$6,995
‘07 Toyota Prius .................... Automatic, Full Power, Grey, 19070A ..........$5,995
‘07 Honda Accord EX L ................ Manual, Leather, Black, 19082A ..........$5,995
‘02 Honda Civic LX .............. Automatic, Full Power, Black, 18633A ..........$3,495
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‘15 Forester Prem. ......Auto., Sunroof, Heated Seats, Grey, P5521 ........$18,995
‘14 Forester 2.5i .............................. Automatic, Full Power, Red, P5571 ........$15,995
‘11 Forester Ltd. ........Auto., Moonroof, Leather, 64K, Grey, 19026A ........$13,995
‘12 Forester Prem. ..Auto., Sunroof, Heated Seats, Silver, 18820A ........$13,995
‘10 Forester Prem. ..Auto., Sunroof, Heated Seats, Green, 18677A ........$11,995

SUBARU OUTBACKS / LEGACYS

‘15 Outback 2.5i ................Automatic, Full Power, 23K, Blue, 18615A ........$19,995
‘13 Outback 2.5i ..............Automatic, Full Power, 55K, White, 19009A ........$14,995
‘11 Outback Ltd. ....................Auto., Moonroof, Leather, Blue, 18780A ........$13,995
‘13 Legacy Ltd. ............Automatic, Leather, Sunroof, Bronze, 18691A ........$10,995

SUBARU IMPREZA / CROSSTREK / WRX

‘17 Crosstrek Prem. ............ Automatic, Heated Seats, Grey, P5728A ........$21,995
‘12 WRX ..................................................Manual, Satin White, 18749A ........$17,995
‘14 Impreza ...................... Automatic, Full Power, 48K, Silver, 18801A ........$13,995

847-869-5700
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S
.

A+
RATED

AKTON

KOKIE

VANSTON UBARU COM

Finance on approved credit score Subject to vehicle insurance and availability. Monthly payment of $15.87 per $1,000
borrowed. As low as 0% on select models. Offer ends January 31, 2018. Add tax, title licence and $175.94 doc fee.
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Marchers at Women’s March Chicago.
Photo by Tina Feldstein

300,000 rally at women’s event in Chicago
by Carrie Maxwell
An estimated 300,000 people gathered at Columbus Parkway near Grant Park for the Women’s
March Chicago rally and march Jan. 20 under the
theme “March to the Polls.”
Last year’s event, held the day after the presidential inauguration (Jan. 21, 2017), attracted
approximately 250,000 people in protest of the
2016 election results.
Ahead of the rally and march, Women’s March
Chicago (WMC) board member and March to the
Polls organizer Emily Kraiem said, “I want to
thank the readers of Windy City Times for their
incredible support this past year. We appreciate the way the LGBTQ community has embraced
the Women’s March movement and hope to keep
building that strong relationship with them.
We are excited to have representation from the
LGBTQ community at the rally, in particular our
emcee [actor and producer] Fawzia Mirza who
did a great job last year and trans activist and
[Broadway Youth Center Drop-in Program Manager] Channyn Lynne Parker.
“Right now we are focusing on the 2018 midterm elections—the March 20 primary and Nov.
6 general election. We know there are so many
legislative issues that are impacting the LGBTQ
community and we want to support those. Every
member of the WMC board is touched by these
issues because they have LGBTQ people in their
lives that they love. We are determined to make
sure their rights are being protected.”
Kraiem also noted the controversy and conversations over the pink hats this past year. She
said they are trying to change opinions around
inclusivity of trans people and women of color in
particular and the key to this is listening to every
voice so their issues can be addressed.
The crisp, sunny morning began with musi-

Photo by
Carrie
Maxwell

cal set by DJ HeilyB and performances by Faces
for Radio, Second City’s She the People Cast and
Lights of Zion ahead of remarks by more than 20
activists, community leaders, elected officials
and WMC leaders. Women cast members from Chicago’s production of Hamilton also performed.
Members of Chicago ADAPT praised WMC organizers for making this event accessible for people
with disabilities and spoke about the legislative work, including protests on Capitol Hill in
Washington, D.C., they have been doing around
healthcare access and other issues. They also
spoke about the Disability Integration Act that
they are trying to get passed in Congress.
Mirza rallied the crowd with chants and her
special brand of humor. She spoke about the intersectionality of the event and the importance
of learning from one another. She also relayed
a message from her friend, activist and National
Domestic Workers Alliance Director Ai-jen Poo
(who attended the Golden Globes this year with
Meryl Streep and was at the New York City Women’s March during the Chicago Women’s March).
Poo said everyone needs to remember the women
who are nannies, housekeepers and caregivers.
“We are people of all ages, accessibilities,
races, genders, orientations and language capacities,” said Mirza. “This march is for women,
women identifying people, gender nonconform-

ing people, trans people and male allies. We are
all feminists. The purpose of this march is to stay
woke and this year we have to take our power to
the polls.”
Northwestern University Associate Chaplain
and Director of Interfaith Engagement Tahera Ahmad opened the rally with a Muslim greeting and
justice and peace chant.
Among the speakers were Parker; NBC’s Chicago Fire actor and activist Monica Raymund; and

philanthropist, progressive activist and founder
of Need to Impeach Tom Steyer. Many local
women public officials also attended, including Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan, Cook
County Board President Toni Preckwinkle, Cook
County State’s Attorney Kim Foxx, Chicago City
Clerk Anna Valencia, Cook County Commissioner
Bridget Gainer (10th District) and Ald. Michele
Smith (43rd Ward).
“It is still a good day to be trans,” said Parker.
“Gentleman, legislation does not belong in uteruses, and madams when I have to use the bathroom I promise you all I want to do is pee.”
Parker also noted that the only way to save
the country from Donald Trump is voting in every
election. She invoked the late Audre Lorde with
her quote, “The only thing more frightening than
speaking your truth is not speaking at all.” Parker also expressed solidarity with undocumented

Turn to page 5
Marchers at Women’s March Chicago.
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BRAD LIPPITZ GROUP FEATURED PROPERTIES

EAST LAKESHORE DRIVE CO-OP

647 W. MELROSE STREET 2

Designed by Benjamin Marshall in 1925, this 6,000
sq. ft. 4 bedroom, 5.5 bath residence overlooks
the lake and is the perfect opportunity to create a
showplace. $1,965,000

Spectacular
new
construction
by
GVP
Development! Luxurious 4 bedroom, 3.5 bath
residence in sophisticated elevator building. 50'
wide in East Lakeview. $1,950,000

Marchers at Women’s March Chicago.
Photo by Marcy Baim

WOMEN’S EVENT from page 4
immigrants. She spoke about the #MeToo and
#TimesUp movement and also called on women
to run for office.
Mirza called out the numerous women running
for office, Illinois’ HB40 being signed into law,
the founder of the #MeToo movement Tarana
Burke, African American women voting for Sen.
Doug Jones and the election of Virginia House
Delegate Danica Roem, among other events over
the past year.
Raymund explained that her identity as a Latinx
queer woman is the opposition’s worst nightmare.
She also read a poem by Lorde.
Steyer said it was great to be in Chicago with
so many fired up and passionate women. He noted this movement has gone past politics and into
the culture. Steyer also reminded everyone how
many elected offices are at stake in November
and said those seats need to be flipped with progressives, especially women and people of color.
“We will not stand by and lose the soul of
America to a racist, anti-woman bigot and someone who vilifies immigrants and who is against
the LGBTQ community,” said Steyer.
Emcee Fawzia Mirza.
Photo by Carrie Maxwell

Other speakers included CAIR Chicago’s Asha
Binbek; Chakena Sims; Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights New Americans Democracy Project/Youth Engagement Manager
Celina Villanueva; Access Living’s Director of Advocacy and External Affairs and Chicago ADAPT
member Amber Smock; League of Women Voters’
Michelle Mbekeani-Wiley; Emily’s List Regional
Campaign Finance Advisor Quiana McKenzie; SEIU
Healthcare of Illinois, Indiana, Kansas and Missouri President Greg Kelley; Chicago Foundation
for Women President and CEO K. Sujata; former
Chicago Ford assembly plant employee Suzette
Wright; WMC Executive Director Claire Shingler
and Board Members Kraiem, Ann Scholhamer,
Carrie Kiley, Liz Radford, Jaquie Algee and Jessica Scheller; and WMC Lead Marshal and Safety
Instructor Shani Smith.
Deborah Lane (ATU) and the Bryant Jones Choir
and DJ Heather closed the rally with a performance ahead of the march west toward Federal
Plaza.
See http://womens121marchonchicago.org/
and
https://www.wearemarchon.org/operation-marching-orders/ for more information.

210 E. WALTON PLACE B

2671 N. GREENVIEW AVENUE B

Classic elegance abounds in this special 3
bedroom, 3 bath residence in a charming pre-war
elevator building. $1,090,000

This wonderfully updated 3 bedroom, 3 bath
Townhouse lives like a single-family house.
$729,000

3740 N. LAKE SHORE DRIVE 11B

3750 N. LAKE SHORE DRIVE 4D

Move right into this super smart, super stylish
perfectly renovated 2 bedroom, 2.5 bath vintage
condominium. $599,000

Serene sophistication and high design in this
stunning east-facing 2,200 sq. ft. showplace,
completely renovated with new infrastructure, and
amazing finishes. $595,000

3750 N. LAKE SHORE DRIVE 13C

3534 N. LAKE SHORE DRIVE 10D

This wonderfully updated 3 bedroom, 3 bath
residence in an established vintage cooperative
building offers the best of city living. $479,000

Enjoy a taste of Paris in this wonderful pre-war
3 bedroom residence in a prime East Lakeview
location, in Nettlehorst School District. $399,000

A proud member and supporter of our community for over 20 years, no real estate broker
in the city sells or gives back to our community as much as Brad.
RANKED ONE OF THE TOP 15 BROKERS IN CHICAGO* WITH OVER $62 MILLION SOLD IN 2016

BRAD LIPPITZ GROUP

3323 N. Broadway | Chicago, IL 60657
980 N. Michigan Ave #900 | Chicago, IL 60611
773.404.1144
BLippitz@KoenigRubloff.com
BradLippitz.com
*MRED MLS, 1/1/16-12/31/16, Chicago, all property types, ranked by total closed volume.
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Report: 2017 worst for
hate-related LGBTQ
homicides in 20 years
BY MOLLY SPRAYREGEN
The National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs
2017 Report on LGBTQ Hate Violence Homicides
reports the highest number of homicides in the
20 years NCAVP has been recording this data.
According to the report, released Jan. 22, 52
LGBTQ people in the U.S. were murdered in haterelated homicides last year, a shocking 86 percent increase from 2016.
Of the 52 victims, 71 percent were people of
color, and 22 victims were trans women of color.
Over the last five years, the number of murders of
trans women of color has continued to increase.
There were 10 more reports in 2017 as compared
to 2013.
Queer, bisexual, or gay cisgender men were
also among the most victimized. Particularly jarring is the sharp increase in homicides of this

Jan. 24, 2018

demographic, with 20 reports in 2017 compared
to only 4 in 2016. Additionally, 55 percent of cisgender male victims were men of color, and 45
percent of cisgender male victims were targets of
hook-up violence.
“Most of these were related to hooking up
online or through personal ads,” the report explains. “There appears to be a trend of targeting queer, bi, or gay cisgender men for violence,
robbery and homicides, and other cisgender men
are using these sites to identify and harm them.
Furthermore, there are ways that stigma, shame,
and societal pressure may be contributing factors
in hook up homicides where both individuals are
queer, bi, or gay men.”
Overall, 60 percent of the 52 LGBTQ victims
were Black, 23 percent were white, 8 percent
were Latinx, 4 percent were Asian, and 2 percent
were Native. The NCAVP was unable to find out

HHS set to allow
religious bias
in medical care

The Trump Administration is expected to expand protections for health care workers who refuse to provide health services, including healthcare for transgender patients and abortions, for
religious or moral reasons, according to The Williams Institute.
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Civil Rights (HHS OCR), which is
charged with enforcing federal civil rights laws
related to healthcare, is also expected to establish a new division at the agency dedicated to
enforcing this policy.
The Human Rights Campaign notes that Politico
reported that the White House is reviewing a proposed Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) regulation that would allow medical providers to refuse to perform abortions, treat transgender patients based on their gender identity,
or provide any service if they claim a “moral” or
religious objection.
In the United States, there are an estimated
1.55 million adults and youth identify as transgender, according to Williams Institute research.
While conservative groups praised the move,
women’s groups, LGBT-rights groups and physician organizations expressed concern that such
a policy would further discriminate against vulnerable populations and worsen inequities within
healthcare.
“If adopted, this proposal would be another
harmful attack on LGBTQ people by Donald Trump
and Mike Pence. Healthcare workers have a professional and ethical obligation to provide health
care to all who need it,” said HRC Legal Director
Sarah Warbelow.
Pride at Work Executive Director Jerame Davis

Family Equality Council CEO the Rev. Stan J.
Sloan is against the HHS’s anti-LGBTQ moves.
Photo by Matt Simonette
said, “President Trump’s Health and Human Services Department is playing with people’s lives in
their latest attempt to upend LGBTQ rights. This
new rule and division create a license to discriminate that will allow healthcare workers and HHS
to deny life-saving services to LGBTQ people and
certain women who are pregnant.”
“Any healthcare worker who has moral objections to providing medically necessary care to an
entire vulnerable population is in the wrong line
of work,” said Sarah Kate Ellis, president/CEO of
GLAAD, in another statement. “Denying a transgender person—or any person—life-saving care

WINDY CITY TIMES

the races of two of the victims.
The total number of homicides targeting trans
or gender non-conforming people also saw a vast
increase since the previous year, from 19 in 2016
to 27 in 2017. “Over the last five years, NCAVP
has reported a consistent if not steady rise of
reports of homicides of transgender and gender
non-conforming people,” notes the report.
NCAVP was only able to determine 34 of the 52
victims’ relationships to their attackers, but from
those 34 it found that 32 percent of victims knew
their attacker and were not killed for hook-up related reasons, 32 percent of homicides were the
result of hook-up violence, 26 percent of victims
did not know their attacker and were not killed
for hook-up related reasons, and 10 percent of
homicides were connected to police violence.
Finally, 38 percent of the victims were between
the ages of 26 and 35, and 21 percent of the victims were between the ages of 19 and 25.
“While much of this violence is not new, but
rather amplified, this past year has sparked a national conversation about the escalation of hate
violence against so many marginalized communities,” the report says. “NCAVP hopes that sharing
this information now will encourage people to
reject anti-LGBTQ bias whenever it occurs, and to
resist any hateful rhetoric or policies put forward

by this administration or by legislators.”
“This report is a wake-up call for all of us,”
said Beverly Tillery, executive director of the
Anti-Violence Project. “Our communities live in
an increasingly hostile and dangerous climate,
after a year of anti-LGBTQ rhetoric and policies
coming from the White House, federal government agencies, state and local sources and in
our communities across the country. Anti-LGBTQ
violence has long been a crisis, but NCAVP has
watched the escalation of violence this past year
with great concern. I urge everyone to read the
stories and look at the photos of the 52 individuals lost to hate violence in 2017—they are
our friends, family, co-workers and fellow LGBTQ
community members. NCAVP will continue to say
their names and re-commits to doing all we can
to prevent hate violence and support survivors.
We must bring more attention and action to deal
with this epidemic of violence and work across all
of our diverse communities to protect those most
vulnerable and stand up to the hostile forces that
have created this unacceptable climate of hate.”
NCAVP is urging people to take action by calling their representatives and demanding they do
everything in their power to make communities
safer for the LGBTQ community.
See https://avp.org/ncavp/.

if they walk into an emergency room is far from
a moral act, it is unjust and dangerous. Trump,
Pence, and Trump’s appointees have tried time
and again to establish blatantly bigoted policies
that harm transgender and gender non-conforming Americans, and history will neither forget nor
forgive this Administration’s attacks on its own
people.”
Also commenting was the Family Equality Council. “Denying LGBTQ people and women
medically necessary, potentially life-saving care
is extremely dangerous,” said Rev. Stan J. Sloan,
the organizations’ CEO. “Allowing health and human services providers to refuse services to women or LGBTQ people based on personal, religious
beliefs constitutes an attack on our community,
our health, and our families.”
Williams Institute Executive Director Jocelyn
Samuels, former director of HHS OCR from 2014
to the end of the Obama Administration, said,
“Research demonstrates the health disparities
and discrimination to which the transgender
community is subject. This new rule is likely to
result in denials of critical health care to this
vulnerable community in ways that will fundamentally undermine their health and wellbeing.”
Transgender Law Center Executive Director Kris
Hayashi also commented, saying, “The rule grants
an illegal license to discriminate against transgender people who come to the doctor or emergency room for help when our lives are in danger
due to sickness, violence, or injury. It’s also an
attack against all people, including many in the
transgender community, who rely on critical care
ranging from reproductive services to emergency
services to HIV medication.”
Transgender people have experienced persistent and pervasive discrimination in access to
health care and by health care providers, which
contributes to health disparities for this population:

—In a recent study, transgender individuals
had a higher prevalence of poor general health,
more days per month of poor physical and mental health, and a higher prevalence of myocardial
infarction.
—Yet, the same study found that more transgender than cisgender people lacked health care
coverage and a health care provider.
—According to the 2015 U.S. Transgender Survey (USTS), one-third (33 percent) of those who
saw a health care provider in the past year reported having at least one negative experience
related to being transgender.
—In the year prior to the USTS, 23 percent
of respondents did not see a doctor when they
needed to because of fear of being mistreated as
a transgender person.
—One-quarter of USTS respondents experienced a problem in the past year with their insurance related to being transgender, such as being
denied coverage for care related to gender transition or being denied coverage for routine care
because they were transgender.

1871 partners
with women’s group

Digital-startup hub 1871 announced a new
partnership with the Chicago chapter of the National Association of Women Business Owners
(NAWBO) that will include an exchange of resources and event opportunities in order to better serve women entrepreneurs from both communities.
NAWBO represents the collective voice of more
than 10.1 million women-owned businesses in
the United States, and seeks to advance the
interests of all women entrepreneurs across all
industries.
See NAWBO.org/chicago and 1871.com for
more information.
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Maria Hadden.
Photo by Melissa Wasserman

Hadden holds fundraiser
ahead of 2019 elections
By Liz Baudler
On Jan 20—her 37th birthday—in her first official campaign event for the 2019 election, 49th
Ward aldermanic candidate Maria Hadden packed
the Rogers Park spot The Heartland Bar. While
neighbors and friends either caught up or got
introduced, Hadden hugged supporters, some of
whom signed a giant birthday card in the back
of the room.
If elected, Hadden would become Chicago’s
first queer Black female alderman.

A spokesperson introduced the candidate’s
partner and some of the 49th Ward’s biggest issues: having a fully funded public school system
and mental health services, affordable housing
and green spaces. Natalia Vera mentioned the
March to the Polls (which took place earlier in
the day) as a show of strength. “We need someone to listen to us,” Vera said, before introducing
her partner, Hadden.
Saying she wanted to share a little more about
herself, Hadden talked about her time in civic
engagement across the city. “I really understand

Activism meet-ups,
personal book recommendations,
weekly events, Kids Storytime, and more!
There are so many reasons to support
Chicago’s only feminist bookstore.

7

the nuts and bolts of how Chicago works,” Hadden said, referring to work she did with aldermen
around the city. She also talked about her parents: her mother instilled a sense of responsibilty
in Hadden to fix problems if she was able. Hadden
joked her mother thought she’d be the next Kofi
Annan, former UN Secretary General. Hadden’s
father inspired her to fight against complacency

and assumptions.
“I’m tired of having to fight for what we deserve,” Hadden said, calling current leadership
“complacent,” adding, “I think together we’re
going to build a different pattern of leadership.
We’re going to bring community voice and choice
to the 49th Ward.”

Chicago groups
among Elton John
grant recipients

Council for Health Justice provides free, immediate legal assistance to Howard Brown Health
clients.
This final grant cycle brings EJAF’s total investments for 2017 to almost $9.5 million.

Two Chicago organizations are among the 26
groups that the Elton John AIDS Foundation
(EJAF) announced it awarded $1.6 million in
grants to in December 2017, according to EJAF’s
website.
Sex Workers Outreach Project Chicago received
a $20,000 grant. A group of Chicago-based sex
workers formed the organization in 2007 to build
community and address the most pressing issues
faced by people in the sex trade.
This grant supports the project’s efforts in
three main areas to promote community empowerment, resilience and health. They include expansion of the street outreach, expansion of the
project’s legal clinic, and creation of safe spaces
for resource sharing and networking.
Also, the Legal Council for Health Justice (formerly known as the AIDS Legal Council of Chicago) received a $75,000 renewal grant. The agency
provides free, immediate legal assistance to lowincome, HIV-positive people.
The grant supports the ongoing expansion of
a medical-legal partnership in which the Legal

Jackie Anderson
memorial Jan. 28

The memorial for long-time Chicago civil-rights
activist and lesbian pioneer Jackie Anderson will
be Sunday, Jan. 28, 2018 at the DuSable Museum
of African American History, 740 E. 56th Place,
Chicago, 2:30-4:30 p.m. The service will be firstcome, first-serve due to limited capacity of seating.
There will be a post-event at Jeffrey Pub until
8 p.m. that day.
Anderson died after a short illness on Jan. 7,
surrounded by family and friends. She was 75.
Born in Chicago, Anderson graduated from Roosevelt University and retired from a long career as
assistant professor of humanities and philosophy
at Olive-Harvey College, where she started work
in 1975. She twice served as department chairperson.
See https://tinyurl.com/y7nxbojj.
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ELECTIONS 2018: GOVERNOR

Chris Kennedy talks
LGBT issues, reason
for political run
By Matt Simonette
Businessman Christopher Kennedy—who heads
Joseph P. Kennedy Enterprises, the Kennedy family’s investment company—was, for several years,
the head of Merchandise Mart. He has also been
active in a number of non-profits.
Kennedy announced his candidacy to be Illinois
governor in early 2017. He spoke to Windy City
Times about his issue’s with the state’s current
government and his thoughts about the future of
the state’s LGBT community.
Windy City Times: What prompted you to run
for office?
Chris Kennedy: I’d say a host of different factors. If you look at my background, and what defines me, there’s this notion that I’m an American
first and the core value of that is freedom. …
As an Irish-Catholic, I believe in social justice;
in the United States, much of our social justice
thinking is derivative of Abrahamic social justice.
In that notion, with Muslims, Jews and Christians, there’s an idea of “freedom”—Pope John
Paul II spoke about freedom before the United
Nations, for example. He said that freedom is
a measure of man’s dignity and greatness. As a
Kennedy family member, I think of freedom as an
extension of the civil rights movement. I believe
that people in Illinois should be free to make the
choices that they want to make. For many people,
those choices are no longer available.
Our state economy shrunk last year, yet in the
last two years, average household income jumped
11 percent. That’s nearly impossible to do, having a shrinking economy and rising household
income. The only way to do that is get rid of the
poor so that their numbers aren’t in the calculation. The state of Illinois has attacked the poor
and pushed them out of our state. As a result,
that makes those of us who remain behind look
wealthy.
The poor are poor largely because they are
undereducated. They are undereducated largely
because we pay for our schools through property
taxes instead of a progressive income tax, because a handful of elected officials, like [Illinois
House] Speaker [Michael] Madigan, the chairman
of the Democratic Party, have outside jobs as
property tax appeals lawyers. They make money
on the system. I think what they’re doing is not
illegal, but it should be. I don’t think anybody
should have an outside job as an elected official.
WCT: What are some other important issues
for voters?
CK: The thing that people want more than anything else is more democracy and less hypocrisy. I
don’t think they want a property tax system that
relies on subjective judgement rather than the

rule of law. They don’t want to live in a community where, if you’re black, you’re over-assessed.
Nobody wants to be a part of that system—right
now we all are. Why do we have a city that cuts
off access to half our mental health facilities?
Why do we allow this occur? I think those issues
about how we care for each other are important.
WCT: What do you see you biggest challenge
in the election, as well as your biggest challenge, in the race so far?
CK: I think that my biggest challenge is the
status quo, the entrenched power structure, opposes me—the chairmen of our party, the chairman for the State of Illinois and the chairman of
Cook County Democratic Party. They’re all opposition. But I think this election is about change.
So I think my greatest weakness is my greatest
strength—that I am an outsider.
WCT: What has your engagement with the
LGBT community been like?
CK: I ran the Merchandise Mart. … You go back
to the ‘80s, and so many industries that are headquartered at the Mart, whether it’s apparel, decorative accessories, or the design industry, were
being decimated by loss of a lot of creative talent
and executives as a result of the AIDS crisis.
Many of the organizations pioneered around
funding AIDS research, treatment and care, including many at the Merchandise Mart, groups
like the Design Industry Fund for AIDS (DIFA).
What we tried to do is, in every industry, create a
funding opportunity and mechanism that allowed
us to contribute to the research and treatment.
For instance, the biggest trade show of the year
there is called Neocon. DIFA held an annual dinner in Chicago every year, and I went to them and
persuaded to move that dinner to the Saturday of
Neocon. That allowed them to tap into the hundreds of companies that participate in the show
and it created an enormous fundraising stream.
We hosted Dining by Design, not just in Chicago, but around the country, to create additional
funding streams. … I would say that I have a
rich, robust history with the community and it’s
one that I’m proud of.
WCT: What do you see as the two or three
most important issues facing the LGBT community in Illinois right now?
CK: I’ve witnessed in my own lifetime this incredible extension of the civil rights movement
around LGBT rights issues. I remember my mother
asking us all to boycott the state of Colorado
after it passed anti-LGBTQ legislation. That was
part of our consciousness, and now there have
been these incredible changes and an embrace of
a community that had been maligned and marginalized.
I have a great fear that the progress we’ve

Chris Kennedy.
Photo courtesy of campaign team
made in the LGBTQ civil rights era will roll back. I
see the president planting a stake in the ground,
by abolishing advisory groups. He is telegraphing
to the rest of the country that this civil rights
improvement does not matter and that we can
turn our back. When a president is under pressure, they can create an external enemy, like Putin regularly does, or they can create an internal
enemy. My fear is that Donald Trump will choose
a minority group that is vulnerable and turn his
supporters against them. That’s what I see occurring now.
One of the critical things we learned from the
Trump and Rauner administrations is that leadership matters. Trump talks about the “deep state,”
a group of people embedded in government who
are there to resist his awful changes. I think we
can take insight from that as we look to populate
leadership in the state of Illinois. We need to
make sure that we vet those potential leaders,
agencies and commissions with leadership of the
LGBTQ community, so that issues of importance
are going to be reflected in the values of the very
people that are being asked to implement them
or propagate regulations.
For more information, visit https://kennedyforillinois.com/.

Diversity summit
Jan. 30 in
South Bend

The South Bend Civic Theatre, 403 N. Main
St., South Bend, Indiana, will be hosting a
symposium at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 30,
entitled “Race and Identity in American Theatre.”
The event will begin with opening comments from the panel (described below),
followed by a moderated discussion, an audience Q&A and a brief sneak-peek performance from members of the Civic’s upcoming
production of the Lin-Manuel Miranda musical In the Heights.
Panelists will include Tony-nominated
Latinx actor John Herrera, out playwright/
performer Charles Busch, Chicago-based
writer/dramaturg Lucas Garcia, University
of Notre Dame professor Dr. Anne GarciaRomero, IUSB Civil Rights Heritage Center
Director Dr. Darryl Heller and City of South
Bend Diversity and Inclusion Officer Christina
Brooks. Taeyin ChoGlueck, diversity educator
and the co-founderand creative director of
InterAction Inc., will moderate.
See SBCT.org.
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Black gay caucus
board chair David
Dodd wears many hats

Jan. 24, 2018

By Melissa Wasserman
Here is something interesting about Chicago
Black Gay Men’s Caucus (CBGMC) Board Chair David Dodd: He was born and raised in Washington,
D.C., and moved to Chicago in 1999, just weeks
after graduating high school—with the movie
Love Jones inspiring his move to Chicago, since
the love story takes place in the Windy City.
“I take myself and who I am very seriously and
who I am as a Black, gay man,” said Dodd. “So,
I feel part of my life’s work is to make sure I can
provide or be of assistance or be a helping hand
to other Black gay men or those who identify as
queer. So, funnily enough being out in the way
I’m out now is really more so not just a personal
mission, but it’s my life’s mission, if you will.
That’s how I look at it.”
Dodd took his love of fashion and dreams of
being a fashion designer to the International
Academy of Merchandising and Design (today
known as the International Academy of Design
and Technology)—but then realized he could
not sew. Still wanting to exercise creativity in
his career, he left the school and decided to go
to Chicago State University. There he majored in
marketing and minored in public relations, which
he explained allowed him to be personable and
creative, while interacting with people. Although
he did not end up with a fashion career, he is still
passionate about fashion.
Fashion, he said, is how he expresses himself
and he can be seen wearing black and white most
of the time. Some of his other hobbies include
dancing, bowling, reading, poetry and the observation in trends in marketing, digital marketing,
social media. Joking, he shared that his friends
call him “Dora the Explorer” because he is never
home. He said if there is something that interests
him, he said, he will go out and try it.
“Life is about experience and you can’t get
those experiences sitting at home, you have to
be able to allow yourself be free and to roam and
be able to be open and that’s how I stay connected,” said Dodd.
“My life mission overall, I think about how I
want to impact my community while I’m on this
earth and what can I do to have the impact on
those that look like me, feel like me, all of those
things and so when I started get into more of
my volunteer work around Windy City Black Pride,
that’s really what started my volunteerism when
it comes to the Black LGBTQ community, specifically,” said Dodd. “I want to walk away from this
life knowing that I’ve touched someone else or
some kind words have been me giving a speech,
me working a program, me hosting an event and
meeting you is touching your life and impacting
you in a way that’s positive and hopefully inspiring them to do the same for others.”
When asked who inspires him, he credited his
mother as his number one inspiration, describing

and to give information and resources. “We want
to be able to further provide those opportunities where we can come together and enjoy one
another as human beings and create that human
experience, but also getting information and getting care, concern and validation from people
who are also managing some of the same things
as I and others do on a daily basis,” said Dodd.
“We really just want to make sure that Black gay
men are not forgotten … and also putting it out
there in a way to show we’re just as important
as any race or any other race within the LGBTQ+
community. That’s our work and I think we’re on
the road again to get that going and to get folks
to join us in that fight.”
Dodd added that he hopes to increase the orga-
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nization’s programming, awareness and visibility,
not only locally, but nationally.
“It’s my hope that within this role, we’re able
to serve more Black gay men and really put a
focus light on who we are as people and how
managing certain components of lives has a really big impact on our health and wanting to
change that and really work with people, whether
it’s members of the community, allies, even the
broader LGBTQ community, to really work to try
to improve programming and opportunities where
we can lessen some of these burdens and provide
opportunities for growth for Black gay men,” said
Dodd.
For more information, visit http://chiblackgaycaucus.org/.

Chichester receives
Damski award

David Dodd.
Photo by Darren Calhoun
her as open and welcoming. He also said people
with creativity and who are free and open are
inspiring.
Dodd is also executive producer and a co-host
of LGBTQ radio talk show The Sip. The show’s
hosts set out to discover and report on a range
of things from world headline news to pop culture—all from a Black LGBTQ perspective. He is
also director of communications for the Black Alphabet Film Festival.
Dodd began serving as the the CBGMC board
chair in early 2017; he had been a member of the
organization eight years prior to this role.
CBGMC is a grassroots organization led by Black
gay, bisexual and same-gender-loving men that
works to ensure healthcare engagement, eliminate new HIV infections, and achieve community-wide undetectability. With “by us, for us”
initiatives, the organization strives “to advance
health equity among Black gay, bisexual and
same gender loving men by developing community-centered leadership and innovative programs,”
according to its website.
“One of the things that attracted me to the
Caucus was the fact that it was the only organization--and I think really still is—that is really
working specifically on behalf of Black gay queer
SGL men in the city of Chicago and Illinois,” said
Dodd. “Our main focus, our audience, is specifically African American same gender loving men.
So that was the first part. I think the second part
that attracted me to the organization at that
time, was that the focus was on health, and it’s
still on health now, but it’s kind of a new vision
for health.”
Dodd said what fuels him in this role, is the
ability to create opportunities and spaces for the
communities at hand, specifically what they need

Gary Chichester.
Photo courtesy of Owen Keehnen

Local LGBT-rights activist Gary Chichester
has been named as the recipient of the 2018
Jon-Henri Damski Award.
Damski was an weekly columnist, poet and
community activist who died in 1997 at age
60. Among other things, he was considered
among those who were critical in the passage
of Chicago’s Human Rights Ordinance in 1988
and the local hate-crimes bill in 1990. He
contributed to many publications, including
Windy City Times.
Chichester is the board chair of the Chicago
LGBT Hall of Fame. Among many achievements, he co-founded the Chicago Gay Alliance in 1971, and was a member on local and
national committees for the 1979 and 1987
National Marches on Washington for Lesbian
and Gay Rights.
Details about a formal ceremony will follow.
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New PFLAG head
is queer parent,
professional
Both as a daughter and a parent, the new executive director of PFLAG, Dr. Jaime Grant, understands
the organization’s mission of uniting families, allies,
and people who are LGBTQ.
“I’m a queer mom of a queer kid and my Irish family exiled me,” she said in an interview. This led to an
accelerating drug addiction. Grant, who was named
head of PFLAG last September, is now 28 years sober
and solo parenting her son, 19, who identifies as
bisexual, and co-parenting her daughter, 10. “I can
see the difference in a person’s life between family
acceptance and family rejection,” she said. “I just
know what it means.”
Her qualifications are professional as well as personal, however. She has also been policy institute
director at the National LGBTQ Task Force, founding executive director of the Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership at Kalamazoo College, and
founder and director of the Global Trans Research
and Advocacy Project. She holds a Ph.D in women’s
studies from the Union Institute, and her academic
research and other writings have appeared in numerous publications.
Despite her background in academia and policy,
she said, “This particular political moment made me
realize it was time to get back into a more active
role.”
She takes the reins at a key time. PFLAG is gearing up to celebrate its 45th anniversary this year.
Founded by Jeanne Manford, a straight, cisgender
mother, to support her gay son, PFLAG now has 400
chapters in every state except North Dakota and
200,000 supporters in communities of all sizes. “It’s
the LGBTQ group that has dug in locally,” Grant said.
PFLAG “really is a bunch of villages.”
Leading such an organization presents multiple
challenges. “We have every kind of parent on earth
coming in to those [local PFLAG] meetings,” she
said. “How are we going to make sure we’re centering the needs of people who need us the most? Are
we meeting people where they are?”
Part of the answer is in their chapter-based structure. Chapters—and meetings within chapters—can
focus on addressing local concerns. “The thing that’s
in the way is the thing you’re going to work on,”
she said—for example, one chapter is working on
compiling queer-inclusive mental health resources.
PFLAG has also had “an enormous impact in schools”
addressing “whatever is not working for local families.”
And because “people are looking for culturally
congruent spaces,” there are chapters and meetings,
for example, especially for Asian-Pacific Islander
families and Spanish-speaking families, among others.
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Within these structures, it is the personal connections that count. “We live and die by the stories
every day—two people in a room trying to support
each other,” she said.
She feels the model has proven itself. During
its first 45 years, PFLAG has helped define “what
is meant by gold-standard parenting around having
LGBTQ kids. That is a huge change,” Grant said. “It is
now commonplace for parents to accept their LGBTQ
kids. That is some bad-ass work, PFLAG.”
At the same time, the organization has an impact
beyond its local chapters. “We do a good job mobilizing the community around big issues,” she said.
“We’re here nationally to amplify and build on all
that local labor.”
In the current political climate, that’s no easy
task. The challenge for the entire LGBTQ movement,
she said, is “to be true to our values and ourselves.”
Still, Grant sees some hopeful signs. “Various voices
of leadership have been growing and accumulating,”
she asserted. And she noted, “There are some big
breakthroughs happening because we’re surviving
this regime,” such as the #metoo movement that is
raising awareness of sexual assault. “It’s a moment
for us to think about how power is operating in our
organizations and how to listen to survivors.”
Listening to everyday PFLAG stories, too, such as
those from parents standing up for their transgender
children, she said, makes her think that “We’re at
another flashpoint around parental organizing,” like
when Manford founded PFLAG.
At the same time, she cautioned, “We’ve done

ourselves a little bit of harm ‘poster-childing’ our
families. This makes it hard when we do have problems. It’s harder to get help if we’re in ‘everything’s
perfect’ mode for the cameras or the legislators.”
And the LGBTQ community’s eagerness to show
that LGBTQ parents don’t “make” their kids LGBTQ
has meant that those LGBTQ parents who do have
LGBTQ kids are “sometimes accused of ruining it for
all of us.” She has personal evidence here. Her own
son “wanted to wear spangles to school until age
12,” she related. The school principals as well as
some queer people accused her of pushing a “lesbian
agenda” on him.
Her experience feeds into her ambitions for PFLAG.
“I would love to have a more specific space for LGBTQ parents of LGBTQ kids within our chapters, making sure the welcome mat is there,” she said.
Even now, though, she said there are a lot of LGBTQ adults in PFLAG chapters. Some, like her, are
parents of LGBTQ kids; some are grown children
of former PFLAG parents; others are “just there to
help.” Those who wish to become involved should
visit PFLAG.org to find a local chapter, she advised.
Despite the challenges ahead, Grant remains positive about PFLAG’s ability to continue making a difference in people’s lives. “Every day is another great
story,” she attested.
Dana Rudolph is the founder and publisher of
Mombian (Mombian.com), a GLAAD Media Awardwinning blog and resource directory for LGBTQ
parents.
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Windy City Times reviews the production Harbur Gate.
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SCOTTISH PLAY SCOTT

Stand-up Sweeney
BY SCOTT C. MORGAN
It’s a brave thing for performers to let audiences
see how the sausage of their art is made. But
that’s exactly what writer/performer Julia Sweeney is doing with her first standup comedy show
called Older and Wider. This workshop run is
Sweeney’s official debut at The Second City.
“If you want to see me try and fail and say stuff
that I probably regret saying, now’s the time to
see it,” Sweeney said with a laugh. “By the time
I finish it, it will definitely be a more solid, guaranteed laugh show, but it might not be as vulnerable as it is now.”
Sweeney, of course, is most famous for her
1990s Saturday Night Live creation of the androgynous and often annoying character of “Pat.” But
Sweeney has also built up a performing career
as an esteemed playwright/performer with some
very personal solo shows.
God Said, Ha! dealt with Sweeney and her
brother’s struggle with cancer (Quentin Tarantino
filmed it in 1998). In the Family Way let Sweeney
share her experiences with adoption and parenting. Letting Go of God was a way for Sweeney to
talk about her childhood Catholic faith and her
dawning views on atheism.
“I had a few people who were comedians say,
‘You’re so close to standup. Why don’t you just be
a standup?’” Sweeney said. “With a monologue,
you’ve got to have a story with a beginning, middle and end, but with standup you can do random
observations that I hope add up to something,
but don’t really have to.”
Indeed, with two shows already under her belt
when interviewed, Sweeney already has switched
around one story from the ending to the beginning of Older and Wider. She said she also feels
the 56-seat Judy’s Beat Lounge at The Second

City is just the perfect size for her to experiment with standup comedy. When asked if there
was a specific reason why she picked the venue
(its namesake is the late GayCo performer and
Second City instructor Judy Fabjance), Sweeney
said, “Not really, we both just happened to have
cancer.”
For some time, Sweeney felt she was semiretired from show business after moving to the
Chicago area about 10 years ago with her husband and daughter. Raising a family was her main
focus.
“So now my daughter is a senior in high school,
so I guess my show is coming up from underwater
of child-caring and caretaking on a daily basis,”
Sweeney said. “I’m 58 now, so I have these next
20 years to work and create and be. And what do
I have to say about that? What is it like to be this
age after you child is launched basically?”
Sweeney said Older and Wider touches upon elements of all her previous solo shows. Sweeney
also delves and reflects upon whole pop cultural
phenomenon of Pat.
“I was the grand marshal of several gay pride
parades in West Hollywood and New York and
even Chicago,” Sweeney said. “Then I started
getting lots of fan mail from androgynous and
intersex people who were glad about Pat. Which
then made me feel a little uncomfortable.
Sweeney said that when she developed the
character, Pat was actually inspired by an annoying male co-worker. But Sweeney said she
couldn’t really pull off playing a man, which is
why she steered Pat in performance into a more
androgynous realm to cover up her acting abilities.
“It was not an intentional thing to say something about androgynous people. So then when
intersex people became fans, I felt like, ‘Oh, god,

Julia Sweeney.
Photo
courtesy of
Second City

I would have made Pat a lot more likable as a
character if I had known that’s what Pat would
become known for,’” Sweeney said. “It was complicated.”
“Because of me kind of being turned onto the
whole intersex world, I definitely was affected by
it because I paid a lot of attention to what was
happening in the culture,” Sweeney said. “I was
much more alert and aware and ‘woke’ because of
Pat. It was because I did Pat and the LGBTQ community kind of educated me.”
“My daughter keeps saying that I’m so radical,
but I don’t feel radical at all,” Sweeney said. “I’ve
evolved. Like with everything you come up with
something and put it out in the world, you affect
other people, but then those people affect you.
And then you keep co-evolving into new places.
So that is how Pat has really affected my life.”
The workshop run of Julia Sweeney: Older
and Wider continues through Sunday, March 4,

in Judy’s Beat Lounge at The Second City, 230
W. North Ave. Tickets are $10; call 312-3373992 or visit SecondCity.com.
Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow
This Scottish Play Scott marks my final official
column as theater coordinator for the Windy City
Times. It has been an honor and privilege to hold
this freelance position since October 2008.
I hope that I’ve been able to expose readers
to all kinds of LGBTQ artists and storytellers who
make the Chicago-area theater scene one of the
best in the world. I will still be a freelancing contributor for Windy City Media Group publications,
but in a much more diminished capacity.
My best wishes to my successor, Catey Sullivan,
and my colleagues in keeping up the coverage of
Chicago LGBTQ theater and performance artists
in the future.
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What is TRUVADA for PrEP?

Who should not take TRUVADA for PrEP?

TRUVADA for PrEP (pre-exposure prophylaxis) is a prescription medicine that is used
together with safer sex practices to help reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 through sex.
This use is only for HIV-negative adults who are at high risk of getting HIV-1. To help
determine your risk of getting HIV-1, talk openly with your healthcare provider about
your sexual health.
Ask your healthcare provider if you have questions about how to prevent getting HIV.
Always practice safer sex and use condoms to lower the chance of sexual contact with
body fluids. Never reuse or share needles or other items that have body fluids on them.

Do not take TRUVADA for PrEP if you:
® Already have HIV-1 infection or if you do not know your HIV-1 status. If
you are HIV-1 positive, you need to take other medicines with TRUVADA to treat
HIV-1. TRUVADA by itself is not a complete treatment for HIV-1. If you have HIV-1
and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to treat over time.
® Also take certain medicines to treat hepatitis B infection.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
What is the most important information I should know about
TRUVADA for PrEP?
Before taking TRUVADA for PrEP:
® You must be HIV-negative before you start taking TRUVADA for PrEP. You must
get tested to make sure that you do not already have HIV-1. Do not take TRUVADA
to reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 unless you are confirmed to be HIV-negative.
® Many HIV-1 tests can miss HIV-1 infection in a person who has recently
become infected. If you have flu-like symptoms, you could have recently become
infected with HIV-1. Tell your healthcare provider if you had a flu-like illness within
the last month before starting or at any time while taking TRUVADA for PrEP.
Symptoms of new HIV-1 infection include tiredness, fever, joint or muscle aches,
headache, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea, rash, night sweats, and/or enlarged
lymph nodes in the neck or groin.
While taking TRUVADA for PrEP:
® You must continue to use safer sex practices. Just taking TRUVADA for PrEP
may not keep you from getting HIV-1.
® You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking TRUVADA for PrEP:
® Get tested for HIV-1 at least every 3 months.
® If you think you were exposed to HIV-1, tell your healthcare provider right away.
® To further help reduce your risk of getting HIV-1:
® Know your HIV status and the HIV status of your partners.
® Get tested for other sexually transmitted infections. Other infections make it
easier for HIV to infect you.
® Get information and support to help reduce risky sexual behavior, such as
having fewer sex partners.
® Do not miss any doses of TRUVADA. Missing doses may increase your risk of
getting HIV-1 infection.
® If you do become HIV-1 positive, you need more medicine than TRUVADA
alone to treat HIV-1. TRUVADA by itself is not a complete treatment for HIV-1. If
you have HIV-1 and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to treat
over time.
TRUVADA can cause serious side effects:
® Worsening of hepatitis B (HBV) infection. TRUVADA is not approved to treat HBV.
If you have HBV and stop taking TRUVADA, your HBV may suddenly get worse. Do
not stop taking TRUVADA without first talking to your healthcare provider, as they
will need to monitor your health.

What are the other possible side effects of TRUVADA for PrEP?
Serious side effects of TRUVADA may also include:
® Kidney problems, including kidney failure. Your healthcare provider may do
blood tests to check your kidneys before and during treatment with TRUVADA.
If you develop kidney problems, your healthcare provider may tell you to stop
taking TRUVADA.
® Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis), which is a serious but
rare medical emergency that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider
right away if you get these symptoms: weakness or being more tired than usual,
unusual muscle pain, being short of breath or fast breathing, stomach pain with
nausea and vomiting, cold or blue hands and feet, feel dizzy or lightheaded, or a
fast or abnormal heartbeat.
® Severe liver problems, which in rare cases can lead to death. Tell your
healthcare provider right away if you get these symptoms: skin or the white part
of your eyes turns yellow, dark “tea-colored” urine, light-colored stools, loss of
appetite for several days or longer, nausea, or stomach-area pain.
® Bone problems, including bone pain, softening, or thinning, which may lead to
fractures. Your healthcare provider may do tests to check your bones.
Common side effects in people taking TRUVADA for PrEP are stomach-area
(abdomen) pain, headache, and decreased weight. Tell your healthcare provider if
you have any side effects that bother you or do not go away.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before taking
TRUVADA for PrEP?
® All your health problems. Be sure to tell your healthcare provider if you have or
have had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis.
® If you are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known if
TRUVADA can harm your unborn baby. If you become pregnant while taking
TRUVADA for PrEP, talk to your healthcare provider to decide if you should
keep taking TRUVADA.
® If you are breastfeeding (nursing) or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed. If
you become HIV-positive, HIV can be passed to the baby in breast milk.
® All the medicines you take, including prescription and over-the-counter
medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. TRUVADA may interact with
other medicines. Keep a list of all your medicines and show it to your healthcare
provider and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.
® If you take certain other medicines with TRUVADA, your healthcare provider
may need to check you more often or change your dose. These medicines
include certain medicines to treat hepatitis C (HCV) infection.
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the
FDA. Visit www.FDA.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

Please see Important Facts about TRUVADA for PrEP including important warnings on the following page.
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I'm passionate,
not impulsive.
I know who I am. And I make choices that fit my life.
TRUVADA for PrEP™ is a once-daily prescription medicine that
can help reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 when taken every day
and used together with safer sex practices.
® TRUVADA for PrEP is only for adults who are at high risk of getting HIV through sex.
® You must be HIV-negative before you start taking TRUVADA for PrEP.

Ask your doctor about your risk of getting HIV-1 infection
and if TRUVADA for PrEP may be right for you.
Learn more at truvada.com
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IMPORTANT FACTS

This is only a brief summary of important information about taking
TRUVADA for PrEPTM (pre-exposure prophylaxis) to help reduce the
risk of getting HIV-1 infection. This does not replace talking to your
healthcare provider about your medicine.

(tru-VAH-dah)
MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT
TRUVADA FOR PrEP
Before starting TRUVADA for PrEP:
• You must be HIV-1 negative. You must get tested to make sure that you do not already
have HIV-1. Do not take TRUVADA for PrEP to reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 unless you are
confirmed to be HIV-1 negative.
• Many HIV-1 tests can miss HIV-1 infection in a person who has recently become
infected. Symptoms of new HIV-1 infection include flu-like symptoms, tiredness, fever, joint or
muscle aches, headache, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea, rash, night sweats, and/or enlarged
lymph nodes in the neck or groin. Tell your healthcare provider if you have had a flu-like illness
within the last month before starting TRUVADA for PrEP.
While taking TRUVADA for PrEP:
• You must continue to use safer sex practices. Just taking TRUVADA for PrEP may not
keep you from getting HIV-1.
• You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking TRUVADA for PrEP. Get tested for HIV-1 at least
every 3 months while taking TRUVADA for PrEP. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you
think you were exposed to HIV-1 or have a flu-like illness while taking TRUVADA for PrEP.
• If you do become HIV-1 positive, you need more medicine than TRUVADA alone to
treat HIV-1. If you have HIV-1 and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to
treat over time.
• See the “How To Further Reduce Your Risk” section for more information.
TRUVADA may cause serious side effects, including:
• Worsening of hepatitis B (HBV) infection. TRUVADA is not approved to treat HBV. If you
have HBV, your HBV may suddenly get worse if you stop taking TRUVADA. Do not stop taking
TRUVADA without first talking to your healthcare provider, as they will need to check your health
regularly for several months.

ABOUT TRUVADA FOR PrEP
TRUVADA for PrEP is a prescription medicine used together with safer sex practices to help
reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 through sex. This use is only for HIV-negative adults who are at
high risk of getting HIV-1.
• To help determine your risk of getting HIV-1, talk openly with your healthcare provider about
your sexual health.
Do NOT take TRUVADA for PrEP if you:
• Already have HIV-1 infection or if you do not know your HIV-1 status.
• Take certain medicines to treat hepatitis B infection.

HOW TO TAKE TRUVADA FOR PrEP
• Take 1 tablet once a day, every day, not just when you think you have been exposed to HIV-1.
• Do not miss any doses. Missing doses may increase your risk of getting HIV-1 infection.
• Use TRUVADA for PrEP together with condoms and safer sex practices.
• Get tested for HIV-1 at least every 3 months. You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking
TRUVADA for PrEP.

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF TRUVADA FOR PrEP
TRUVADA can cause serious side effects, including:
• Those in the “Most Important Information About TRUVADA for PrEP” section.
• New or worse kidney problems, including kidney failure.
• Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis), which is a serious but rare medical emergency
that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you get these symptoms: weakness
or being more tired than usual, unusual muscle pain, being short of breath or fast breathing, stomach
pain with nausea and vomiting, cold or blue hands and feet, feel dizzy or lightheaded, or a fast or
abnormal heartbeat.
• Severe liver problems, which in rare cases can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider right away
if you get these symptoms: skin or the white part of your eyes turns yellow, dark “tea-colored” urine,
light-colored stools, loss of appetite for several days or longer, nausea, or stomach-area pain.
• Bone problems.
Common side effects in people taking TRUVADA for PrEP include stomach-area (abdomen) pain,
headache, and decreased weight.
These are not all the possible side effects of TRUVADA. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you
have any new symptoms while taking TRUVADA for PrEP.
Your healthcare provider will need to do tests to monitor your health before and during
treatment with TRUVADA for PrEP.

BEFORE TAKING TRUVADA FOR PrEP
Tell your healthcare provider if you:
• Have or have had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis.
• Have any other medical conditions.
• Are pregnant or plan to become pregnant.
• Are breastfeeding (nursing) or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed. If you become HIV-positive, HIV
can pass to the baby in breast milk.
Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take:
• Keep a list that includes all prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal
supplements, and show it to your healthcare provider and pharmacist.
• Ask your healthcare provider or pharmacist about medicines that should not be taken with TRUVADA
for PrEP.

HOW TO FURTHER REDUCE YOUR RISK
• Know your HIV status and the HIV status of your partners.
• Get tested for other sexually transmitted infections. Other infections make it easier for HIV to
infect you.
• Get information and support to help reduce risky sexual behavior, such as having fewer sex partners.
• Do not share needles or personal items that can have blood or body fluids on them.

GET MORE INFORMATION
• This is only a brief summary of important information about TRUVADA for PrEP. Talk to your
healthcare provider or pharmacist to learn more, including how to prevent HIV infection.
• Go to start.truvada.com or call 1-800-GILEAD-5
• If you need help paying for your medicine, visit start.truvada.com for program information.

TRUVADA FOR PREP, the TRUVADA FOR PREP Logo, the TRUVADA Blue Pill Design, TRUVADA, GILEAD, and the GILEAD Logo are trademarks of Gilead
Sciences, Inc., or its related companies. All other marks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.
Version date: April 2017
© 2017 Gilead Sciences, Inc. All rights reserved. TVDC0139 07/17
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THEATER REVIEW

Off-Broadway Yank! at the York Theatre in 2010
(and wrote about it in the Windy City Times), and
I think the revisions made since then have fundamentally changed the show without improving it.
Taking place in 1943-1945, Yank! focuses on
Stu (Matthew Huston), a newly inducted and naïve 18 year-old GI. Before completing basic training, Stu realizes he is gay (although the word
isn’t used) and falls in love with Mitch (strapping, rich-voiced William Dwyer), an affable, sexually confused inductee nick-named “Hollywood”
for his good looks. By coincidence, Stu meets
the experienced Artie (John Marshall, Jr.), who
sexually initiates Stu and springs him from his
combat platoon (and Mitch) to a cushier job as
a reporter for Yank, the actual War Department
magazine published by/for enlisted men. As the
story progresses, Stu and Mitch cross paths again
in a romantic interlude in which they envision

post-War life together, and then in a final bittersweet farewell.
The 2010 original had lots of rollicking comedy
and, despite its bittersweet ending, an appreciative nod to the LGBT underground in WWII. Yes,
homophobia was institutionalized in the military,
but there were ways to game the system. Those
who knew real gay WWII vets (such as the late
George Buse) were well aware of the risks they
had taken but also of the strengths of the hidden
culture.
I thought that Yank! would move quickly from
off-Broadway success to a big commercial future.
Instead, it entered limbo with several near-productions and each new producer and/or director
dictating revisions. The Yank! at Pride Films and
Plays has jettisoned almost all comedy in favor of
a dark tale in which no gay man goes unpunished
and the military homophobia is heavy-handed.

Yank! has been turned into a history lesson for
straight people—”Hey, we bet you never knew
this stuff.”—instead of the LGBT celebration it
was originally.
But Yank! is what it is, not what it was, so
reread my first paragraph. The performers are
strong, with Lloyd and Huston cutting loose
in an unexpected tap number (“Click”) choreographed by Jenna Schoppe, and lone female Molly
LeCaptain singing up a storm with several fine
period-style numbers. Indeed, most of the score
carefully channels 1940s romantic ballads and
big band sounds with tight harmony vocals. One
nit: Costume designer Uriel Gomez leaves Mitch
(and another character) in a ratty, stained A-shirt
when he needs to clean up. Hey, give romance a
chance!

past).
The narrative structure of Brett Neveu’s paraphrase follows the original text, transposing the
locale from a Norwegian village renowned for its
mineral-water health resort to a Chicago suburb
hoping to improve property values with the inauguration of a charter secondary-school. Other
author-introduced embellishments include instructor Tom Stock’s medical marijuana (which
he shares with his chums), his sister being the
town mayor, his adult daughter being gay and
his wife holding down an on-line job as a book
editor.
What remains unchanged is the propensity
of Dr. Stock’s fellow citizens, after he discovers
that the campus grounds contain deadly levels of toxic metals, to exploit this information
for their own gain, cajoling him with promises
of support that quickly fade when confronted
with pragmatism over principle—not to mention 21st-century relativism over 19th-century
righteousness.
Director Michael Shannon (on sabbatical
from his West Coast duties) likewise revels in

innovation facilitated by Red Orchid’s eccentric
stage space, annexing a detached storefront a
few yards up the street for a scene replicating a
crucial town meeting in a crowded hall (another
reason for theatergoers to keep their coats on
for the duration of the performance). Most of
the action, however, transpires under conditions so intimate that we can smell the Stock
family’s coffee, toast and uncannily accurate
herbal pharmaceuticals.
The all-star cast, too, exhibits collaborative alacrity reflecting decades of ensemble
teamwork: Guy Van Swearingen’s Dr. Stock and
Kirsten Fitzgerald’s Mayor Stock may dominate
the debate, but every character—from Dado’s
take-charge matriarch, Kristin Ellis’ ambitious
young newshound, Larry Grimm’s spineless
press owner, Natalie West’s feisty civic leader
and Frank Nall’s scheming industrialist to the
cameo players representing the Eastlake city
council—ultimately has a say on the morality
of environmental versus economical interests.

Playwright: Eric John Meyer
At: Theater Wit, 1229 W. Belmont Ave.
Tickets: 773-975-8150 or
TheaterWit.org; $24-$38
Runs through: Feb. 24
BY SCOTT C. MORGAN

THEATER REVIEW

Yank! A WWII
Love Story

Playwright: David Zellnik (book/lyrics),
Joseph Zellnik (music)
At: Pride Films & Plays, 4139 N. Broadway
Tickets: PrideFilmsAndPlays.com; $30-$40
Runs through: Feb. 18
BY JONATHAN ABARBANEL
Veteran director David Zak’s energetic production of Yank! A World War II Love Story offers a
talented ensemble cast, swift action and upbeat
music played by an exemplary six-piece orchestra
under gifted musical director Robert Ollis. But, I
may be the only Chicagoan who saw the original

THEATER REVIEW

Traitor

Playwright: Brett Neveu
At: A Red Orchid Theatre, 1531 N. Wells St.
Tickets: $30-$35
Runs through: Feb. 25
BY MARY SHEN BARNIDGE
You see, there’s this play about a doctor who
discovers pollutants in his home town’s main
tourist attraction, but his brother’s the mayor—
yes, it’s that one!
Of all Henrik Ibsen’s so-called “problem
plays,” An Enemy of The People, his fable of the
individual’s duty to oppose criminal deception
engendered by popular complacency, has proved
most protean in its applicability to cultures
worldwide throughout the ages. North American
audiences today are likely familiar with Arthur
Miller’s McCarthy-era adaptation of the 1882
classic (although Chicago playgoers may also
recall Dexter Bullard’s Infusoria a few decades

imagines future paranoia where friends can no
longer trust each other when it comes to bullying
and different versions of truth.
Things start out innocently enough as the audience is invited into the suburban Philadelphia
apartment of Ben (Edward Mawere), who holds a
gathering of “Bro-mies” and “Pega-sisters” (the
nickname for grownup men and women who take
their fandom of My Little Pony to extremes).

c

Rachel (Annie Munch) and Doug (Evan Linder),
are also concerned when Maggie (Anu Bhatt) is
“abducted” by relatives who are part of an evergrowing “concerned citizens group” that is later
revealed as The Antelope Party.
Playwright Meyer expertly ratchets up the tension as each My Little Pony lover is coerced or
threatened into joining The Antelope Party. He
also plays with audience expectations around heroes rising to challenge the growing injustices,
plus he shows how infectious the ideals of The
Antelope Party are with the characters’ outlook.
Director Jeremy Wechsler and his fine cast have
fun with Meyer’s upsetting material without ever
getting too didactic or preachy. The ensemble
also expertly shows how their characters’ joy is
beaten down and replaced with fear and anxiety.
Anyone who has been following the news cycle
since 2016 will see the value of what the play
The Antelope Party has to say. As online communities fracture what it means to have a shared
American identity, it is a time to be very worried
and alarmed.

The Antelope Party

Most folks wouldn’t find a connection between
fanatical adult fans of the children’s animated
series My Little Pony and insidious online forces
spreading outrageous rumors in America today.
But that’s exactly what playwright Eric John
Meyer masterfully does in his paranoid worldpremiere play The Antelope Party at Theater Wit.
This deeply unsettlingly dark comedy truly is
a reflection of our times. Although the former
reality TV game show host-turned-president isn’t
mentioned, The Antelope Party does reflect a
light on the kinds of disgruntled Americans who
make up his angry base. The Antelope Party also
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B e n ’ s
apartment is
not only fesThe cast of
tooned with
The Antelope
sparkly My
Party.
Little Pony
Photo by
merchandise
Charles
(quite a viOsgood
sual feat of
scenic
designer Joe
Schermoly
and
lighting designer
Diane Fairchild). Ben and his friends also dress up and act
out adventures of My Little Pony characters like
Twilight Sparkle and Pinkie Pie (costume designer
Karen Krolak had a field day in dreaming up with
these homemade equestrian outfits).
But things start to spiral out of control at a
meeting that sees a new potential member, Jean
(Mary Winn Heider), revealing herself as a “9/11
truther.” Other members, like Shawn (Will Allan),

CRITICS’PICKS

BLKS, Steppenwolf Theatre, through Jan.
28. Life is never easy for young, bright, urban
hipsters confronting their future in all its highvelocity kaleidoscopic contradictions, but queer
playwright Aziza Barnes shows us the exhilaration in the angst. MSB
Flamingo and Decatur, Block St Theater Co.
at Theater Wit, through Feb. 18. This visiting
theater company may hail from Fayetteville, Arkansas, but Chicago audiences will connect immediately with Todd Taylor’s pinpoint-accurate,
but always compassionate, portrait of Las Vegas
low-rollers. MSB
For the Loyal, Interrobang Theatre Project at
Athenaeum Theatre, through Feb. 4. However
certain your moral principles regarding football
coaches and teenage boys , think twice—or, like
Lee Blessing’s characters, several times—about
the consequences before acting upon them. MSB
The Light, The New Colony at The Den Theatre,
through Feb. 4. A loving African-American couple
have to face some shattering truths in Loy Webb’s
emotional drama that powerfully speaks to our
troubled times. Highly recommended. SCM
—By Abarbanel, Barnidge and Morgan
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Stephanie Shum and
Arti Ishak in
Harbur Gate.
Photo by
Anthony Aicardi

THEATER REVIEW

Harbur Gate

Playwright: Kathleen Cahill
At: 16th Street Theatre, 6420 16th St., Berwyn
Tickets: $18-$22; 16thStreetTheater.org
Runs Through: Feb. 17
BY CATEY SULLIVAN
Kathleen Cahill’s Harbur Gate contains the kernels of something compelling and important.
The piece explores the interlocking stories of five
veterans, four of whom were part of a tank convoy that encountered a deadly explosion en route
from the U.S. base Khabur Gate to the Iraqi city
of Mosul.
Directed by Ann Filmer, the 16th Street production is stymied by structural flaws. It’s divided
into three parts, each segment giving audiences
a glimpse into the lives of the veterans. But within each of those parts—especially the second—
there are prolonged periods of stasis. This would
work if the dialogue was crackling throughout,
but there’s a droning quality to some of it. So
when the audience is asked to spend almost an
entire scene watching two Marines drive a tank,
the impact of the show is dulled. There are also
several small but nonetheless irksome moments
in the third segment that defy credibility.
The piece begins in an apartment as Carey (Arti
Ishak) and Alyson (Stephanie Shum) reminisce
about Iraq and flirt their way toward a romantic sexual encounter. Carey is trying to process
the trauma from being hit by an IED (improvised

explosive device) while part of the Mosul convoy. Alyson is supportive and loving—it’s clear
that the couple’s partnership is strong. But it
also isn’t exactly what it seems, which is revealed
after the arrival of Carey’s roommate Chad (Laurence Stepney). Chad was also in the convoy.
Like Alyson, Chad isn’t precisely who you may
think he is. But where Alyson’s revelation is sobering and sad, Chad’s is joyfully defiant. As the
two prepare for an evening out, that joy shines
through even though both are still clearly traumatized by their experience. The scene also does
most of the heavy lifting as far as exposition
goes. As Chad and Carey and Alyson relive the
explosion, they also explain all the details the
audience needs to know for the rest of the play
to make sense. Some of the dialogue is a bit contrived, but it gets the job done.
The second part of the drama puts audience in
the tank convoy with Alyson and Russo (Felipe
Carrasco). While Russo blusters and behaves as if
he were playing a shoot-‘em-up computer game,
Alyson is circumspect and terse.
Cahill tries to show the intense peril the two
face by repeated use of stylized motion and dialogue that almost sounds like overlapping Haiku
poems. Neither device is particularly effective in
furthering the plot or ramping up the dramatic
tension. The repetition of words and movements
(Alyson and Russo remove their helmets in underwater-like slo-mo at least three times) doesn’t
help matters.
The final piece unfolds back in the United
States. Michelle (Debbie Banos) has just come
from a car accident encounters John (Jay

eSPOTLIGHT
The new company Flying Elephant Productions
launches with a world-premiere piece of protest theater called We the People—The AntiTrump Musical. Songwriter Leo Schwartz (Under a Rainbow Flag, The Book of Merman) and
book writer Sean Chandler (At the Flash) are
the authors of this song cycle which features
a cast of six portraying 55 characters. We the
People—The Anti-Trump Musical plays Friday,
Jan. 26-Saturday, Feb. 10, at Stage 773, 1225
W. Belmont Ave. Preview tickets on Jan. 26 are
$30, and $40 during the regular run; call 773-

327-5252, or visit Stage773.com or FlyingElephantProductions.com.
Caption: The cast of Flying Elephant Productions’ We The People. Photo by Cole
Simon
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Worthington), a blind painter (yes, a blind painter) setting up his easel in a park. Even if you’re
able to buy into the idea that a blind man can
paint by “hearing” colors (he still needs a walking stick though) the scene presents problems
with probability. At one point, Michelle starts
hanging John’s paintings from ... bushes? Thin
air? An invisible wall? It’s not clear. And since
there’s been nothing to indicate that this is a
piece informed by magical realism, it’s a detail
that’s bothersome.
John’s character also falls into the trope the
mystically wise, all-seeing blind man. It’s a tired

stereotype at best. As John and Michelle talk,
her role in the ill-fated convoy becomes clear,
culminating with a revelation that should pack a
powerful punch. It could do just that if it were
part of a better play. Instead, “Harbur Gate” trails
off where it should hit hard.
As the puzzle pieces of the convoy fall into
place, Cahill hints at the possibilities of a drama that explores post-traumatic stress disorder,
sexism in the armed forces and the unbreakable
bonds forged by brothers and sisters in arms.
Hints, though, are all she delivers.

From left: Scottie
Caldwell, Jean
Marie Koon,
David Kaplinsky
and Arielle
Leverett in
The Good Fight.
Photo by
Joe Mazza

THEATER REVIEW

The Good Fight

Playwright: Anne Bertram
At: Babes With Blades Theatre Company
at Edgewater Presbyterian Church,
1020 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
Tickets: $25
Runs through: Feb 17
BY MARY SHEN BARNIDGE
When even African-American essayist Booker T.
Washington declared European women—in particular, those of England’s urban centers—to be
exploited under the law to a degree exceeding
the men of his own country, who could dispute
the need for their immediate enfranchisement?
Making a case for women‘s right to vote in
nations encumbered by several more centuries
of oppression than ours, however, often mandated civil disobedience—and suppression
thereof—of a severity approaching violence.
When police arrested and jailed speakers at
public rallies sponsored by organizations like
the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU),
the prisoners adopted hunger strikes, precipitating implementation of invasive tactics such
as forced-feeding. If outcry over the dissidents’
mistreatment succeeded in orchestrating their
release, open-ended warrants enabled them to
be remanded into police custody—that is, until
a squad of female bodyguards trained in jujitsu
arose to protect its leaders from capture.

The central issue in Anne Bertram’s docudrama, then, revolves around the justification
of physical coercion in the pursuit of human
rights. At the very outset, WSPU organizer
Grace Roe worries that the perpetrator of
a recent church fire might have been one of
their supporters—crimes against property being tolerated, but not those endangering lives.
Over the course of the play—a period spanning
1912-1915—we hear dissent over the morality
of martyrdom, the ethics of martial arts as a
self-defense measure and the strategic advantages to suspending sectarian agendas to assist in the war against Germany. (This decision
was not greeted with unanimous accord; “If we
fight like men, build bombs like men and rejoice in war like men, soon we’ll vote like men”
protests pacifist Harriet Kerr.)
Bertram’s text is so saturated with historical minutiae that it takes us awhile to make
the connection between young women chivvied by constables for distributing leaflets and
those same women later approved by former
opponents after toiling in the munitions factories. Audiences questioning the applicability
of battles long fought and won to global conditions in 2018 may also be slow in recalling
populations today marginalized on the basis of
gender. In the meantime, Elizabeth Lovelady’s
direction and Gaby Labotka’s fight design for
the agile actors (including three males playing
assorted buffoons and beanbags) of the Babes
With Blades Theatre Company gives action-adventure aficionados plenty to cheer.
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‘Insurrection’ echoes
Nat Turner’s life
through present day
By Catey Sullivan
Try to define playwright Robert O’Hara’s Insurrection: Holding History would likely result in
confusion.
“I’ve been describing it, like, the playwright
does Roots meets The Wizard of Oz meets In Living Color. With a big gay love story between two
African Americans right in the middle of everything,” said leading man Breon Arzell, who plays
Ron, a gay historian swept into a time-tripping
odyssey where fact, fiction, romance and adventure collide.
Zig-zagging from the present day to antebellum south, “Insurrection” is a genre-defying epic
centered on Ron’s doctoral research into Nat
Turner, the preacher/slave (played by Christopher
Jones) who led a doomed uprising against slavery
in 1831.
Like the blockbuster musical “Hamilton,”
“Insurrection” asks who gets to tell the stories
of history. In O’Hara’s drama, the story of Nat
Turner—who he was, what he did and how he
is remembered—looms large in Ron’s discovery
of both his thesis material and his own selfdiscovery. The setting notwithstanding, O’Hara’s
narrative digs deep—this is not a story wholly
focused on the evils of slavery and the centurieslong struggle to overcome it.
“I see this as a story of hope,” Arzell adds,
“It’s about bringing things to the light, and taking them out of the darkness.”
Leaf through most mainstream history texts
and you’ll find precious little light shed on Nat

Chicago Theatre
Week Feb. 8-18

Presented by the League of Chicago Theatres in partnership with Choose Chicago,
Chicago Theatre Week is returning for its
sixth year and will take place Feb. 8-18.
Visitors and residents will again have the
opportunity to choose from more than 120
productions and sample the range of theatrical offerings in Chicago.
Tickets are $15-$30 (or less) during this
time. Just a few of the productions are
YANK!: A World War II Love Story, A Moon for
the Misbegotten, Blue Man Group, The Joffrey Ballet’s Modern Masters, Late Nite Catechism, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat, and BREACH: a manifesto on race
in America through the eyes of a black girl
recovering from self-hate.
See https://www.choosechicago.com and
https://chicagoplays.com/theatre-week.
html.
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Turner. Beyond William Styron’s engrossing but
fictionalized novel “The Confessions of Nat Turner,” the biography of the childhood preacherturned-rebel leader remains largely unexplored in
both popular culture and American history txts.
“We don’t know more about Nat Turner because the very idea of Nat Turner is terrifying to
many people,” says director Wardell Julius Clark,
“Turner is what happens when you disregard people’s essential humanity. There’s a reckoning. You
can’t rape and beat and starve someone and then
expect them to lick your hand when you come
around to pet them.”
Turner’s reckoning unfolded in 1831. A charismatic speaker since childhood, Turner gathered
a group of slaves and free Blacks together and
attempted to reclaim their lives. They unleashed
havoc in Southampton County, Virginia, going
from plantation to plantation, collecting arms
and horses and leaving behind a trail of some 60
dead white people. The uprising was eventually
crushed. In its aftermath, more than 100 Black
people—many of them free and with no connection to the uprising—were killed. Turner hid for
two months before he was caught and hanged.
“Insurrection” takes off when Ron’s ancient
great-great-great grandfather offers to take the
young historian back in time to meet Nat Turner
in person. With a mix of magical realism and
kitchen-sink grittiness, the plot spirals through
centuries to show how events in Turner’s time reverberate through the centuries.
“We might not physically have the chains anymore, but they’re still there in many respects.
We’re still living with the aftermath, the residuals
of what happened hundreds of years ago,” says
Arzell, “Years and years of degradation and dehumanization, they manifest in many ways. Selfdoubt is one, believing that you can’t accomplish
something. That’s embedded in a lot of people,
and it can be a very real barrier toward success.
“Colorism is another example,” he continues,
“The whole idea that lighter is more beautiful and
dark is not—that’s not something (people of color) came up with on their own. Colorist is within
our own community, but we didn’t put it there.
“There’s a line in the play where Ron’s grandfather talks about carrying the scars of our ancestors,” Arzell concludes, “To some extent, we all
carry those scars still.”
The love story near the heart of Ron’s narrative offers both hope and speaks to the enduring
legacy of those scars, says Clark. “Ron is trying
to figure out who he is and where he belongs in
the world. The idea of going back in time and
learning something about yourself and your own
history—that’s integral here. Ron learns to open
up. That’s important—We still have huge issues
with homophobia in some communities, and we
don’t really talk about it.
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Nathaniel Andrew and
Breon Arzell in
Insurrection.
Photo by Tyler Core

“Especially in church communities there can
be a deep-seated sense of homophobia. It’s like,
everybody knows the choir director might be gay,
but no one wants to talk about it. With the love
story in “Insurrection,” we give light and a voice
to something that’s often hidden and problematic,” Clark finishes, “The love story here, it’s all

part of (the) discovery when you accept who you
really are and living in your truth.”
Insurrection: Holding History will run
through Sunday, Feb. 11, at Stage Left Theatre
at the Athenaeum Theatre, 2936 N. Southport
Ave. Admission is $22-$32 each; visit AthenaeumTheatre.org or call 773-935-6875.
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FILM REVIEW

Josh O’Connor and
Alec Secareanu in
God’s Own Country.
Photo from
Siskel Film Center

God’s Own Country
by Jerry Nunn
Director: Francis Lee
Starring: Josh O’Connor, Gemma Jones,
Alec Secareanu
Time: 104 minutes
Release Date: Jan. 26-Feb. 1 at Siskel Film
Center

...........................................................................................................................

On a quiet Yorkshire farm, a mysterious Romanian
worker moves in with a family and changes lives.
Will the farmhand’s son, Johnny Saxby, grow up
enough to take control of his life? We shall see in
a movie that really takes its time with the unfolding of the story that could actually take place in
a variety of time periods.
Filmmaker Francis Lee was born on a farm in
West Yorkshire and shot the film down the road
from the place he grew up. His decision to move
away from that fame was the inspiration for
God’s Own Country. This makes the material very
personal along with the graphically real animal
scenes without special effects. Josh O’Connor and
Alec Secareanu had to work at a farm for two
weeks prior to shooting this movie to prepare for
their roles. It all pays off with such realism that
was shot on a hand held camera by Joshua James
Richards. It is, at times, gritty and shows the difficult, but tender, parts of life.
Compared to Brokeback Mountain by some, this
film is, in many ways, superior and really not that
similar. Not having big names in the picture is in
keeping with the realistic theme, and it works.
These actors certainly have their charms, with
O’Connor (who resembles Nick Jonas) and Secareanu. Throw a little salt in the mix and you have
a recipe for love.
Instead of being a coming-out film, God’s Own
Country is about the ugly parts of life and what

people don’t say in the moment. There are many
people that continue to not live out their truthful
lives in remote places of the world such as this,
and that in itself will pull at the heart strings.
The accents can be a bit thick and there is a
bleak feeling. While the piece might not be for
everyone, overall the film is a fresh take on a
farm story.
While everyone is rushing out to see Call Me
By Your Name, this other gay-themed tearjerker
should also not be missed.
Having only limited release in 2017, such as
at the Chicago International Film Festival, the
Gene Siskel Film Center provides another chance
to view this film.

TOTL winter events
announced

The Chicago Park District announced the firstever series of events and dates for arts and cultural programming in the winter at the newly
renovated Theater on the Lake (TOTL) event
space, 2401 N. Lake Shore Dr.
They include:
—”Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday Night Variety
Show” (Jan. 24): Real-life couple Lily Emerson
(Adventure Sandwich, Opera-matic) and Charlie
Malave (Mucca Pazza, Theater Oobleck) are Mr.
and Mrs. Wednesday Night, a throwback to the
classic comedy duo. Tickets are $10 each to the
18-and-over show; visit ChicagoParkDistrict.
com/events/mr-and-mrs-wednesday-night-the-

CULTURE CLUB

ater-lake.
—Collaboraction’s ENCOUNTER (Feb. 3): ENCOUNTER is a mixed-medium, all-ages explorative series exploring racism and racial healing
in Chicago. Admission is free.
—Jazz City (Feb. 9): A 21-year partnership
between The Jazz Institute of Chicago and
the Chicago Park District, Jazz City presents
the best of Chicago’s jazz community sharing
glimpses into the history of jazz.
—TOTL: In the Works (Feb. 26): TOTL: In the
Works will be the third staged reading in the
inaugural Theater on the Lake: In the Works series, highlighting a new play in development by
a Chicago playwright. The inaugural playwright,
Sandra Delgado, will be presenting her play-inprogress, Felons and Familias.
See ChicagoParkDistrict.com.

Exhibition spotlights
Black disabled artists

Bridgeport Arts Center. 1200 W. 35th St., will run an
exhibition entitled “Honoring Legendary African AmeriPRIDE FILMS AND PLAYS PRESENTS THE CHICAGO PREMIERE
can Artists: Distinct Portraits By disAbled Artists.”
.....................................................................................................................................................................
The Feb. 9 VIP exhibition and fundraiser—followed
by a public exhibition Feb. 16-March 30—will feature
portraits of celebrated African-American painters, sculptors and printmakers, all rendered by Project Onward’s
master artists. Subjects include Jean-Michel Basquiat,
Carrie Mae Weems, and Marshall and Elizabeth Catlett,
among others.
All proceeds benefit Project Onward and its artists,
who include George Zuniga, David Holt, William Douglas,
David Hence, Elizabeth Barren and other Project Onward
individuals. Project Onward will present this exhibition
in partnership with Adapt of Chicago, We Are Lions and
Chicago Public Schools.
Fundraiser tickets are $25/each; $5 for seniors, students and disabled individuals; public events are free.
.....................................................................................................................................................................
Visit ProjectOnward.org.
FOR TICKETS VISIT PRIDEFILMSANDPLAYS.COM OR CALL (800) 737 0984

Chicago Museum
Week ends Jan. 26

The city is marking Chicago Museum Week
through Jan. 26.
Guests are invited to take advantage of discounted admissions, special exhibits, giveaways
and more at each of the participating museums.
Illinois residents will receive up to 25-percent
off admissions at all museums.
At least a dozen venues are taking part, including Adler Planetarium, Lincoln Park Zoo,
The DuSable Museum of African American History, the National Museum of Mexican Art and
the Art Institute of Chicago, among others.
See ChicagoMuseumWeek.com.

‘Boystown, Season
Eight’ out Feb. 14

A continuation of a book series, Boystown Season
Eight will be out Feb. 14.
“The eighth book is a very special one, so a Valentine’s
Day release date seemed appropriate,” Biondi said in a
press release. “Because of the success of the series, fans
from all over the world have been asking me when book
eight will be available. The ending to Boystown Season
Seven foreshadowed the deaths of two main characters,
including a member of the Mancini family, and readers
tell me they are longing to know who died.”
Boystown Season Eight is available for pre-order on
iTunes, Kindle and Nook. The series is available in paperback, audiobook and all e-book formats. Readers may order autographed paperback copies of the books directly
from BoystownTheSeries.com.
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Queen Bee Ho
competes in a
swimsuit.
Promotional still

By Carrie Maxwell
The hotly anticipated Miss Continental-focused
documentary, The Queens, has been years in the
making for former FOX Chicago special projects
reporter Mark Saxenmeyer and his non-profit production company, The Reporters Inc. Saxenmeyer
currently resides in his hometown of Minneapolis
with his partner of 13 years, Adam Gower.
Chicago audiences will be the first to view the
documentary at the Kit Kat Lounge & Supper Club
on Thursday, Jan. 25, at 6:30 p.m. Guests will be
treated to a salad, entree and martini, shown the
film, participate in a Q&A afterward and be entertained live by performers who appear in the film.
Saxenmeyer explained that the genesis of this
film started when he arrived in Chicago in 1994
and saw his first show at The Baton.
“A co-worker suggested we head over to The
Baton after work and check out a show,” said
Saxenmeyer. “I remember saying something
along the lines of ‘I do not really like drag shows.’
This new friend explained, ‘Oh no, this is not
drag. These are female impersonators, most of
whom live their lives as women when they are
not on stage.’
“I was intrigued, and then I was immediately
mesmerized once I watched an entire show at
the club. There was an elegance and a mystique
about the performers at The Baton that I had
never seen anywhere else and, to this today, have
still never seen anywhere else.”
Over the years, Saxenmeyer (who won 30 regional Emmy awards during his time with FOX
Chicago), reported and produced stories about
The Baton and some of its performers but the
idea of a documentary came after he left the station in early 2011.
At first, Saxenmeyer wanted to sell the inner
workings of the club as a reality show and he
pitched it to half a dozen TV networks—but none
agreed to commission it to series. In the end, he
decided reality TV was not for him, so he pivoted
to a documentary format, and that is how The
Queens came to fruition.
“All my years living and working in Chicago, I
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Documentary
about Miss
Continental
pageant
set to debut
in Chicago
had never been to a Miss Continental pageant,”
said Saxenmeyer. “I had heard of it, but it just
did not interest me because the Miss America and
Miss Universe pageants did not really interest me
either. After talking with Jim Flint (who opened
The Baton in 1969 and created Miss Continental in 1980), I realized that it would be insufficient to chronicle The Baton (where many of the
regular entertainers were former Miss Continental
winners) without delving into the spectacle of
Miss Continental.”
During filming, Saxenmeyer explained that he
developed an appreciation of the time, energy
and money the contestants put into winning
the title. While filming the pageant, Saxenmeyer
noted that one of The Reporters Inc.’s cinematographers said Miss Continental should be the focus
of the project.
“When people ask me what The Queens is about
I say it is a revealing and truly fascinating look
at the transgender subculture of competitive
female impersonation and the personal lives of
The Baton performers and those competing for
the Miss Continental crown,” said Saxenmeyer. “I
think that it will appeal to everyone, not just
the LGBT community. Each will take something
different from it but hopefully all audiences will
find it both entertaining and enlightening. Miss
Continental is not something most people know
about, or have even heard about. For the entertainers vying for this crown it is truly the dream
of a lifetime. Their stories are both uplifting and,
at times, heartbreaking.”
“I absolutely love what I do when it comes
to performing and competing,” said contestant
Tiffany T. Hunter. “So, I am more than honored
and grateful to have this small portion of my life
forever captured. More importantly, I am excited
for people to get a glimpse into our lives. We
all have passions, dreams and goals no matter
how obscure they may seem. The trailers have me
wanting to see it so badly, I can’t hardly wait.”
“Competitions create and groom the best you,”
said contestant Sunny Dee-Lite. “Pageants bring
out the best and the worst in you. Your passion
during pageants will awaken a side of you that

most will never understand. But in the end it is a
phenomenal journey. I am so excited for people
to see this documentary.”
“This was a very gratifying experience knowing
that someone was willing to shine a light on the
art of what we do in female impersonation,” said
contestant Alexis Gabrielle Sherrington. “I love
this platform that I have and was proud to be a
part of this documentary.”
“To be a part of The Miss Continental system
has been a real blessing,” said contestant Naysha
Lopez. “Sharing the Continental stage with the
most elite entertainers of female impersonation
is a win in itself and now to be a part of a behind
the scenes journey for the crown in this documentary is a true gift.”
“I am glad that Miss Continental is finally being
represented on film,” said former Miss Continental winner Mimi Marks. “It is one of the longest
running pageants in the U.S. that includes transgender women and I am so happy to be a part
of this elite group of winners and contestants.”
“Obviously, if not for Jim Flint there would be
no Baton or Continental,” said Saxenmeyer. “He
sat for several interviews with us and provided
us access to the videos of every single Miss Continental pageant. Jim provided an oral history
about the struggles and setbacks he has experienced keeping The Baton alive, vibrant and relevant, and how trying to bring Miss Continental
to mainstream attention has eluded him. He is a
Chicago icon and legend, all by himself.”
Saxenmeyer believes fans of shows like RuPaul’s
Drag Race and movies like Paris Is Burning will
also enjoy The Queens.
“Even if you do not like beauty pageants, this
is a pageant like none other,” said Saxenmeyer,
who added that the first three minutes can be
previewed at https://vimeo.com/249870186.
“We will also be premiering a brand new, never-

Pioneering gay
comic Bob
Smith dies

Bob Smith—the first openly gay comedian to
appear on the Tonight Show—has died after a
long struggle with ALS, according to Deadline.
com. He was 57.
Smith’s partner, Michael Zam, confirmed the
death on Facebook. Zam posted, “It’s with great
sadness, but also a lifetime of happy memories
that I’m writing to share that my beloved Bob
Smith passed away this morning at age 59 after a remarkable 12-year battle with ALS. He
was the funniest and most optimistic person
I’ve ever known, as well as the most committed and stubborn (I’m convinced this last trait
kept him going so well for so long). I’m glad we
got to share so many years together, traveling
the world, supporting each other’s writing, and
caring for two amazing, temperamental older
rescue beagles. I love you, Bob. Thanks for everything! And thanks to the dozens of friends
who came to see him and lend a hand over
these last years.
“Fittingly, there will be a memorial in a comedy club sometime in the near future.”
Smith also starred in his own HBO Comedy
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Above: Mimi Marks
puts on her make up
before a performance
at The Baton.
Promotional still
Right: Mark
Saxenmayer.
Photo by Larry Collins

before-seen trailer for our documentary The Innocent Convicts [TheReporters.org/project/innocentconvicts] about wrongful convictions and
criminal justice reform at the Chicago event,” he
said.
For more information and to watch the trailers,
visit TheReporters.org/project/the-queens.
“I promise it will be a night you will not forget.” said Saxenmeyer.
Tax-deductible tickets for the Jan. 25 event
are $100 each; visit https://givemn.org/
project/the-queens-chicago-premiere5a0b47dbbce80.
half-hour and made numerous TV appearances.
While taping a 2007 comedy special for
Logo, Smith disclosed that he is suffering from
a neurological disorder. Five years later, Smith
posted that he had ALS.
The Deadline item is at http://deadline.
com/2018/01/bob-smith-dies-first-openlygay-comic-to-appear-on-the-tonight-showwas-59-1202264688/.

Oak Park Theater
Month debuts

For the first time, the Oak Park Area is celebrating its theater scene with Oak Park Theater Month.
Presented by Visit Oak Park (the convention
and visitor’s bureau for Oak Park and 18 neighboring communities in western Cook County),
the inaugural event takes place throughout
February and features seven discounted productions at six different venues.
Venues taking part include the Dominican
University Performing Arts Center, 16th Street
Theater, Madison Street Theater, Nineteenth
Century Club, Pleasant Home and Open Door
Theater.
See
VisitOakPark.com/oak-park-theatermonth.
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Maillard Tavern;
Restaurant Week

Maillard Tavern’s chicken sandwich.

BY ANDREW DAVIS

Photo by Andrew Davis

According to Science of Cooking’s website, a
Maillard reaction (also simply known as browning)
is a chemical reaction between an amino acid and
a reducing sugar, usually requiring the addition
of heat. The results are the creation of flavor and
the change in the color of food.
Why does this week’s column begin with a
chemistry lesson? It’s because that’s the concept
behind Maillard Tavern (494 N. Milwaukee Ave.;
https://www.maillardtavern.com/), a casual
spot from Tony Priolo and Ciro Longobardo, the
minds behind Piccolo Sogno (which is across the
street from the tavern) and the River North spot
Nonnina.
The burgers that employ the Maillard reaction
have double four-ounce patties—and the
enhanced flavors are immediately noticeable.
(Single-patty versions are also available, for
reduced prices, and any burger can be substituted

with a veggie version.) The Maillard is a savory
concoction that’s topped with crispy onions,
bacon-and-onion jam, cheddar, pickles and dijon
mayo. The Classic is exactly like it sounds (beef
with American cheese, pickles, onions, ketchup,
lettuce and tomato), but the taste is a bit ...
elevated. By the way, as if the burger isn’t
enough, the sandwiches come with absolutely
delicious duck-fat Norwis potato fries.
However, there’s much more on Maillard’s menu.
For example, there are specialty sandwiches that
include a buttermilk-chicken item that ranks up
there with items served at Honey Butter Fried
Chicken and the now-shuttered Table 52. There
are also the Sloppy Giuseppe (with spiced wild
boar ragu and crispy onions) and the Grass Fed
Burger for vegetarians. In addition, there are
clam chowder and a nice, kicky chili.
But don’t leave after having your burger.
Maillard Tavern offers an intriguing array of

desserts, including donut sticks, ice-cream
sundaes, root-beer floats and more—plus the
cocktails are pretty impressive as well.
The only down side? In an age of Caviar,
GrubHub and numerous other delivery options,
Maillard Tavern (which just opened Dec. 22)
doesn’t have any such service available—yet.
Priolo told Windy City Times that the option will
be revisited in a couple months—which can’t
happen soon enough for me.
However, there are two big advantages
the tavern has (besides the food, of course):
Priolo and Longobardo, engaging men who
have amassed quite a following over the years.
For them, chemistry with customers is just as
important as the science behind this tavern’s
tasty burgers.
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Chicago Restaurant Week
Chicago Restaurant Week (https://www.
choosechicago.com/restaurants/chicagorestaurant-week) will take place Jan. 26-Feb. 8.
The 11th annual culinary celebration features
special prix fixe menus starting at $22 for
brunch or lunch, and $33 and/or $44 for dinner
(excluding beverages, tax and gratuity).
More than 370 restaurants will take part in the
two-week event, and venues can be sorted by
name, cuisine, area or meal. Just a few of the
spots include Arami, Barcocina, Nacional 27,
Sepia, TWO, Ixcateco Grill, WhirlyBall Chicago,
Kendall College, Monteverde, Oceanique, The
Gage, Portsmith and bistronomic.
Note: Restaurant profiles/events are based
on invitations arranged from restaurants and/
or firms.

Last night at
Man’s Country
Ron Ehemann, the late entrepreneur Chuck Renslow’s partner, welcomed a few final guests to Man’s
Country men’s bathhouse in Chicago, Jan. 16, 2018. The property was sold to a developer after Renslow
died in the summer of 2017. The new owners will develop a four-story condo and retail space called The
Renslow, and plan to have black leather walls in the lobby area. The evening was an invitation-only
scavenger hunt into the many dark corners of the legendary bathhouse at 5015 N. Clark Street. Photos
by Tracy Baim

Local drag revue benefits Gerber/Hart
By Melissa Wasserman
The night was toasty as “Ashley Morgan Presents:
Winter Get Away – A Drag Revue” raised funds for
Gerber/Hart Library and Archives at The Call Bar
on January 20.
Ashley Morgan Presents delivers a theatrical
drag revue every third Saturday of the month at
The Call Bar, which always benefits a different
local organization.
Each musical number in this show went
with the winter getaway theme and the cast
included: Ashley Morgan, Coco Sho-Nell, Juan
M. Wett, Vivian Dejour and Shimmy LaRoux with
some backup dancing from Noelle Simone and
Cassandra Kendall.
This was Ashley Morgan Presents’ second
Gerber/Hart charity show. The benefit raised over
$400 with donations at the door, raffle tickets
and select drink purchases.
“I knew of them just being in the community,
I figured so many people don’t know the history
of what any of us have gone through in the
LGBT community and it’s like here’s a place
curating it, holding onto it and saving it for

future generations,” said Ashley Morgan Presents
Producer Ashley Morgan. “Then the fact that they
are one of the largest places in the Midwest that
people come to do all kinds of research projects
and it’s open to the public… this is a way to
keep our community going, the way to keep our
history—herstory—going.”
For more information about Ashley
Morgan
Presents,
visit
facebook.com/
AshleyMorganPresents/.
For more information about Gerber/Hart
Library and Archives, visit gerberhart.org.

Photo by Melissa Wasserman
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Billy
Masters
“My father sees one color—green. That is all
he cares about.”—Eric Trump defends his father
against cries of racism. It’s hard to make Donald
Jr. look like the smart one, but there you have it.
With sons like them...
In a rarity, I open this column with some sad
news. I can think of nothing more important than
sharing that Bob Smith has passed away. It is
incredible for me to imagine that anyone reading
this column does not know who Bob Smith is. (I
use the present tense because his presence shall
always be felt.) The Barbara Walters School of
Journalism (founded sometime shortly after The
Crusades) dictates that we always should explain
who a subject is. In 1988, Bob Smith founded
Funny Gay Males alongside fellow comics Jaffe
Cohen and Danny McWilliams. These days, it’s
taken for granted that one can be an openly gay
performer. Not only was it not easy in 1988, it
was pretty much impossible for a comedian. Unlike actors, comedians are fairly transparent and
draw on their personal lives for material. For a
gay man, this was an insurmountable obstacle.
Many tried prior to Bob, Jaffe and Danny, but
they were really the first to take their acts out
of gay bars and into mainstream comedy clubs.
Bob went on to surpass that landmark with one
he didn’t have to share with anyone. On July 13,
1994, he became the first openly gay comedian
to perform on The Tonight Show. In time, writing became the focus of his talents. He wrote
several books, my favorite being the provocative
Remembrance of Things I Forgot. Writing took
on more importance in 2010 when he stepped
away from performing. His speech was becoming
slurred and he often found it difficult to correctly
time a punchline. He may not have been able to
do it onstage, but his timing was as sharp as ever
when writing about his diagnosis: “Lou Gehrig’s
Disease? I don’t even like baseball!” Although his
physical condition deteriorated drastically, his
mind never lost its sharp edge. We continued to
drop each other notes. It was important for me
to let him know his place in history. Without his
talent and bravery, there would likely not be a
generation of queer artists in every field. And, I
daresay, there may not be a Billy Masters. Rest in
peace, Bob.
Openly gay skater Adam Rippon was not
pleased when he learned that the head of the
U.S. delegation for the Olympics would be the
vice president: “You mean Mike Pence? The same
Mike Pence that funded gay conversion therapy?”
Rippon made his thoughts on meeting Mr. Waiting in the Wings quite clear, saying, “If it were
before my event, I would absolutely not go out
of my way to meet somebody who I felt has gone
out of their way to not only show that they aren’t
a friend of a gay person but that they think that
they’re sick.” The vice president responded to
the comment—via a spokesperson (as all men
of character do). “[Rippon’s] accusation is totally false and has no basis in fact. Despite these
misinformed claims, the vice president will be

Former actor/model Antonio Sabato Jr. is
finding out about “family values” the hard
way, Billy says.
Photo by Jason Ellis Photography from
Sabato’s Instagram account
enthusiastically supporting all the U.S. athletes
competing next month in Pyeongchang.”
Conservatives are turning on one of their own
because of his “gay film roles.” The person in
question is “actor” (and we use that term loosely) Antonio Sabato Jr. Apparently, he is entering politics—as failed performers do. The “gay
film roles” in question are the 2003 film “Testosterone” where he plays a gay Argentinean (and
shows all—as you can see on BillyMasters.com);
Deadly Skies, a made-for-TV flick about a gay Air
Force pilot who is drummed out of the military
because of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”; and “Codename Wolverine”—which apparently has no connection with Codename: Foxfire, which starred my
pal, Sheryl Lee Ralph. Wolverine shows Antonio
wrestling in his underwear. Sabato is apparently
running for Congress in California, and his Republican opponent calls these flicks “pornography”—
which tells me that, unlike most congressmen,
Jeffrey Burum has little experience with pornography: “[Antonio’s] behavior is inconsistent
with anything I would want from a congressional
leader.” Which begs the question—what about
the president? For his part, Sabato said, “That
was a different part in my life, but as actors, we
do roles that are pushing the envelope. You want
to show off your acting ability, and you want to
test your chops. And that’s what I did.” What
doesn’t get mentioned much is that Sabato was a
spokesperson for AnastasiaDate—an online dating site which hooked up U.S. men with desperate Eastern European women. I believe the profile
for Melania69 has already been deleted.
If you know anything about me, you know I
hate hypocrisy. I understand people who make
decisions I wouldn’t make. I can even admire
them for standing up for an unpopular point of
view. So when Timothée Chalamet (from Call Me
by Your Name and Lady Bird) signed on to appear
in Woody Allen’s upcoming A Rainy Day in New
York, I thought it was a brave (and smart) choice.

Obviously, issues about Allen are nothing new.
But Chalamet made the decision—good for him.
That was, until the politically correct people got
on his ass. Now he’s backpedaled. “This year has
changed the way I see and feel about so many
things,” he began. He added, “I do not want to
profit from my work on the film, and to that end,
I am going to donate my entire salary to three
charities: TIME’S UP, The LGBT Center in New
York, and RAINN,” which stands for Rape, Abuse
& Incest National Network. You know what, Timmy—you don’t get to have it both ways. Keep
your money and grow a pair.
When Antonio Sabato Jr. is once again relevant,
it’s definitely time to end yet another column. If
nothing else, it gives us the opportunity to show
you his naughty bits on www.BillyMasters.com—
the site that never discriminates (unless you’re
looking for Eastern European ladies—we don’t
do that). If you have a question, send it along
to Billy@BillyMasters.com and I promise to get
back to you before Mike Pence spends a night in
the Olympic Village. Until next time, remember:
One man’s filth is another man’s bible.
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wed., Jan. 24

StartOut Networking Event Out & Equal
Chicagoland partners to network with
LGBTQ professionals and friends at StartOut’s New Year Networking Event. $10
6:30pm - 9:30pm Fig & Olive; 104 E.
Oak St; Chicago Tickets: http://www.
eventbrite.com
40+ Monthly Peer-Led Support Group
and Potluck Peer-led support group that
highlights the experiences of Black, LGBTQ women. This support group is open
to women who are 40 years old and older, and the discussion centers the experiences of LGBTQ women of color. Fourth
Wednesday of the month. Bring a dish to
share. 7:00pm - 9:00pm Affinity Community Services 2850 S. Wabash Ave.,
#108; http://www.affinity95.org

Thursday, Jan. 25

The Queens Chicago premiere Party and
Screening Dinner, drinks, film screening, Q&A with director and performers in
film, live performances by performers in
film Sunny Dee-Lite and Alexis Gabrielle

REMEMBRANCE
Sunday, Jan. 28

A memorial for Jackie
Anderson will be held
at DuSable Museum.
Photo by Hal Baim

“Gabby” Sherrington. $100 6:30pm Kit
Kat Lounge & Supper Club, 3700 N Halsted St., 612-333-3180; http://www.
thereporters.org/project/the-queens/
the kates at Chicago Improv Chicago comedian Kelsie Huff hosts the all-female

CLASSIFIEDS
CLEANING SERVICES
CHESTNUT CLEANING SERVICES: We’re a house cleaning service for homes, small businesses and small
buildings. We also have fabulous organizational skills
(a separate function at a separate cost that utilizes
your assistance) for what hasn’t been cleaned in many
months or years due to long-term illness, depression,
physical/mental challenges, for the elderly, if you
have downsized and more. Depressed about going
home to chaos? We can organize your chaos, straighten out your chaos, help you make sense of your chaos
and finally clean what is no longer chaos. Can we help
you? Bonded and insured. Chestnut Cleaning Service: 312-332-5575. www.ChestnutCleaning.com
(11/28/18-52)

COUNSELING & PSYCHOTHERAPY
ARE YOU GOING THROUGH A DIFFICULT TIME?
Feeling overwhelmed, anxious or depressed? Is
your relationship struggling? I can help you better
understand these situations and create solutions for
them. My practical approach entails a therapeutic
alliance that is affirming, empathic, and interactive.
Michael J. Bland, Psy.D., LCPC. Northside location.
773-404-8161. Michael@BlandTherapy.com, www.
BlandTherapy.com (9/26/18-52)

CPA – TAX SERVICES
CLIENT TAX SAVINGS IS MY PASSION! Full-service CPA
available for tax season individual and business tax
filings. Reasonable rates including free year-round
unlimited tax consultation. See my website for further money saving info at www.michaelhinzecpa.com.
Michael Hinze, CPA 847-332-2300 mike@michaelhinzecpa.com (4/4/18-13)
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comedy showcase. $17 7:30pm
5
Woodfield Road, Woodfield Mall Store
K120B, Schaumburg
http://improv.
com/
RuPaul’s Drag Race All-stars premiere
party Chicago’s official viewing party.
Hosted by Dixie Lynn Cartwright and
RPDR alum DiDa Ritz. Watch and win
swag. No cover. 7 pm, 3349 N. Halsted
St.
My Friend Dahmer Details the high school
years of Jeffrey Dahmer as he deals with
bullies, battling parents, and emerging
homosexuality, and pursues his hobby
of dissolving small dead animals in acid.
8:00pm Gene Siskel Film Center 164 N.
State St.; http://www.siskelfilmcenter.
org/dahmer

Friday, Jan. 26

Chicago’s Restaurant Week Through Feb.
8.
Various locations; visit https://
www.choosechicago.com/restaurants/
chicago-restaurant-week/
Yank! A WWII Love Story Midwestern
boy joins the Army during World War II,
falls in love with another soldier and is
introduced to the gay underground of
the Armed Services through a journalist
for the Army magazine YANK. Through
Feb. 18. $40 reserved seats, $30 general
7:30pm The Buena, Pride Arts Center
4147 N. Broadway, Chicago http://www.
pridefilmsandplays.com

Cal in Camo: “a 21st century Midwest
American gothic tale” Marooned in a
sinking starter home in rural Illinois,
Cal struggles to bond with her newborn
daughter as her beer salesman husband
struggles 8:00pm Rivendell Theatre
5779 North Ridge Chicago http://rivendelltheatre.secure.force.com/ticket

Saturday, Jan. 27

Frontrunners, Frontwalkers Chicago
Frontrunners, Frontwalkers Chicago Chicago’s LGBT running and walking club.
Meet at the totem pole 9:00am Addison and Lakeshore Dr. http://www.
frfwchicago.org
Mr. Chicago Leather 2018 competition
See who will be chosen to represent the
Windy City at this year’s IML competition in May. Hosted by emcee John Pendal. Doors open at 7 pm, contest begins
at 8. Leather Archives & Museum, 6418
N. Greenview Ave.
The Gershwins in Love, 9th annual concert benefit Benefiting Legal Council for
Health Justice AIDS Legal Council program 8:00pm Davenport’s Piano Bar
and Cabaret, 1383 N Milwaukee Ave.
Tickets: http://davenportspianobar.com
Asians & Friends Chicago Winter SkiJump Event Watch ski jumpers in the
spirit of the Winter Olympics. Meet at
Metra French Market, Downtown Ogilvie
Transportation Center at 10am to ride

HELP WANTED
ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRITS WANTED. Achieve Personal & Financial FREEDOM. Help us help you help others. It’s what we do. Earn while you learn to invest
VERY PROFITABLY in Real Estate. For a brief online
overview, call or text your name to 708-292-8778.
(1/31/18-4)

HOME IMPROVEMENT & PAINTING
WE MAKE HOLES IN DRYWALL GO AWAY We also do
Remodeling, Bathrooms, Carpentry, Tile Backsplashes,
Painting. “A+” with BBB. Licensed-Bonded-Insured,
One year Warranty. Free Estimates! Andy OnCall 847328-3100 www.andyoncallchicago.com (2/15/1860)

MASSAGE
FIRST-CLASS ASIAN MALE MASSEUR London-trained
and qualified. Over 25 years of worldwide experience
and 100% attuned to your needs. Satisfaction assured.
Please call Dennis at 773-248-9407 (1/24/18-13)

PUBLISHED PRAYER
St. Jude’s Novena:
St. Jude’s Novena: May the Sacred Heart of Jesus be
adored, glorified, loved, and preserved throughout the
world, now and forever. Sacred Heart of Jesus, pray
for us. St. Jude, worker of miracles, pray for us. St.
Jude, help of the hopeless, pray for us. Say this prayer
nine times a day for nine days. By the ninth day your
prayers will be answered. It has never been known to
fail. Publication must be promised. Thank you, Sacred
Heart of Jesus and St. Jude, my prayer has been answered. G.L.K. (1/24/18-1)

REAL ESTATE
FOR RENT – THREE+ BEDROOM
GORGEOUS 3BR/2BTH UPTOWN APARTMENT! 855

out or meet at Norge Ski Club. Noon,
Norge Ski Club, Fox River Grove http://
www.afchicago.org

Sunday, Jan. 28

Jackie Anderson memorial The ong-time
Chicago civil-rights activist and lesbian
pioneer died after a short illness on Jan.
7, surrounded by family and friends.
She was 75. Born in Chicago, Anderson
graduated from Roosevelt University and
retired from a long career as assistant
professor of humanities and philosophy at Olive-Harvey College, where she
started work in 1975. She twice served
as department chairperson. Limited
seating. Post-event at Jeffrey Pub until
8pm. 2:30pm - 4:30pm DuSable Museum 740 E 56th Pl., Chicago http://
tinyurl.com/y7nxbojj

Thursday, Feb. 1

Quiet Storm: the Art and Times of Black
LGBTQ Life Opening event for our Black
History Month series. This event is an
art showcase, featuring a traveling exhibition from Gerber Hart Library, a musical performance from Dr. Johari Jabir,
and photography from artist Darryl Terrell. Free. 6:00pm - 8:00pm Center on
Halsted 3656 N Halsted St., http://
www.centeronhalsted.org/neweventsdetails.cfm?ID=14660

W. Margate Terrace. Gorgeous 8 room, 3 bedroom, 2
bath renovated apartment in attractive 3 unit building. Apartment features two sunrooms, large living
room, dining room, new appliances, and A/C. $2200
includes heat. Chad: 312-720-3136. cjohnson@
hallmark-johnson.com (1/24/18-4)

X

CONNE IONS

Family Law

Donald B. Boyd, Jr.
• Pre-Marital Agreements •

LGBT Issues • Divorce/Wills/Trusts • Real Estate Closings
Custody Violation • Child Support

Free Initial Consultation

708-848-1005

113 South Marion St., Ste. 100, Oak Park, Ill., 60302
Evening & Weekend
Appointments Available
Major Credit Cards Accepted

www.BoydDivorce.com
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CONNE
CALL FOR INFO TODAY

Winning

Dental Group, L.L.C.

Smile

Ehrlich Dental

“A great dental experience...“

General
Cosmetic
Dentistry
“ I have
never felt&
more
at ease in a doctor’s
ofﬁce...”

Over 150 patients have reviewed our work and awarded us a 99.4% positive patient rating!
Read reviews for yourself at www.demandforce.com/dentist/ehrlichdental

Lakeview neighborhood of Chicago

Dr. Polly Reese, D.D.S.
Dr. Robert Baima, D.D.S.,
M.S. Periodontist, Implants
new PatIent SPecIal

$89 cleaning, exam, cavity Detecting X-Rays
(unless certain dental condition exist)

betrealty.com

2500 Ridge Ave., Ste. 102, Evanston, IL
847-869-1272 • winningsmiledentist.com

Call 773-935-0300
• Licensed
Sedation Dentistry
www.ehrlichdental.com

• Check
OutDMD
Our
Reviews
Online
Joshua H. Ehrlich,
PC, General
& Cosmetic Dentistry
3118 N. Shefﬁeld Ave. Suite 1N, Lakeview, Chicago, Illinois 60657

EDUCATION BA: University of Chicago, DMD: Tufts University, GPR: Rush University

3118 N. Sheffield Ave.
Chicago, IL
(773) 935-0300

Joshua H. Ehrlich, DMD

www.EhrlichDental.com

Serving Lakeview & Beyond!

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON

CAR ACCIDENT, WORK INJURY OR ORTHOPAEDIC INJURY

312-855-0875 | 221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, IL
LysterFirm@aol.com
24/7 Emergency Phone : 847-309-7777

serving: Artists
Professionals
Business owners
www.abd-cpas.com • (847) 257-7330

• State & Federal Courts
• Weapon & Gun Charges
• Felonies & Misdemeanors
• Internet & White-Collar Crime • Drunk Driving
• All Drug Charges
• Orders of Protection
• Expungements

Speak to an experienced
attorney within minutes who

The Law Office of

Roger V. McCaffrey-Boss, P.C.
When experience counts...
In service to the community
for over 35 years.
• Business Organization
• Wills, Trusts & Probate
• Real Estate Closings
• Premarital Agreements
33 N. Dearborn St., Suite 800, Chicago, IL 60602

312-263-8800

RVMLAWYER@AOL.COM

• BACK
• SHOULDER
• ELBOW
• WRIST
• HAND
• HIP
• KNEE
• ANKLE
• FOOT

GOLD COAST ORTHOPAEDIC SPINE AND HAND SURGERY

ROBERT JAMES FINK, M.D.

Conveninetly located at 7200 N. Western Ave., 2nd Floor

312-654-8800
www.goldcoastorthopaedic.com
¡Se habla Español!

Ray J. Koenig III and Clark Hill PLC

Alan Sanchez, CPA, P.C.
Accounting Services
Tax Consultation/Preparation

• Probate
• Trusts
• Guardianship

3418 North Sheffield Ave.
Chicago, IL 60657-8589
Telephone 773-871-1256
www.alansanchezcpa.com

• Estate Planning
• Elder Law
Clark Hill is an entrepreneurial, full service law firm that provides
business legal services, government & public affairs, and personal
legal services to our clients throughout the country. With offices
in Arizona, Delaware, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Washington, D.C. and West Virginia, Clark Hill has more than 300
attorneys and professionals.

312.985.5938 rkoenig@clarkhill.com

clarkhill.com

MAKE IT YOUR BUSINESS

NEW DEVELOPMENTS!
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